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Abstract
Nowadays, software systems are essential for businesses, users and society. At the same
time such systems are growing both in complexity and size. In this context, developing
high-quality software is a challenging and expensive activity for the software industry.
Since software organizations are always limited by their budget, personnel and time, it
is not a trivial task to allocate testing and code-review resources to areas that require the
most attention. To overcome the above problem, researchers have developed software
bug prediction models that can help practitioners to predict the most bug-prone software
entities. Although, software bug prediction is a very popular research area, yet its industrial
adoption remains limited.
In this thesis, we investigate three possible issues with the current state-of-the-art in
software bug prediction that affect the practical usability of prediction models. First, we
argue that current bug prediction models implicitly assume that all bugs are the same
without taking into consideration their impact. We study the impact of bugs in terms of
experience of the developers required to fix them. Second, only few studies investigate
the impact of specific type of bugs. Therefore, we characterize a severe type of bug called
Blocking bugs, and provide approaches to predict them early on. Third, false-negative
files are buggy files that bug prediction models incorrectly as non-buggy files. We argue
that a large number of false-negative files makes bug prediction models less attractive
for developers. In our thesis, we quantify the extent of false-negative files, and manually
inspect them in order to better understand their nature.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Software systems have become pervasive in modern society, and are at the backbone of
our economy and daily life. We use software and computing systems in a wide variety of
domains ranging from entertainment (e.g., video gaming, on-demand streaming media),
communication (e.g., instant messaging and video chat applications), finance (e.g., e-
commerce, internet-banking), science (e.g., nuclear simulations, climate modeling) to
critical systems (e.g., air traffic control and battlefield control systems). For the past few
decades, the software industry revenue has constantly increased. According to Gartner
Group, in 2013, the worldwide revenue of the software vendors was approximately $407
billions [47].
This explosive growth of the software industry, is also accompanied by the ever-
increasing demand for high-quality and more sophisticated software systems delivered
in shortened intervals. Unfortunately, the quality of software systems is significantly
affected by the occurrence of software bugs. The consequences of software bugs vary
from cosmetic issues to huge economic and reputational losses, or even the loss of human
life. Two prominent incidents caused by software bugs are the Therac-25 accident [79]
and the Mars Climate Orbiter failure [17]. A radiation therapy machine called Therac-25
overdosed six people and caused the death of four of them due to a bug in its software.
The NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter (a $125 million spacecraft) wast lost because engineers
used English units instead of metric units in the navigation software. Furthermore, in 2002
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) estimated that software bugs
cost over $59.5 billion annually to the U.S. economy.
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To remain competitive in the market and provide desirable levels of quality, software
organizations have adopted several Software Quality Assurance (SQA) activities such
code inspection [7] and testing [61]. Code inspection is a manual examination of source
code performed by a group of developers other than the original authors. Software testing
refers to the process of executing a piece of software under specified conditions in order
to determine its correctness. Although prior studies have shown that code inspection and
testing are valuable techniques in finding and reducing software bugs before a release,
they are very expensive and labor-intensive activities [153, 157]. Furthermore, given that
development teams are always constrained by their limited budget, personnel and time, it
is almost impossible to fully inspect and test all the code that might be affected by software
bugs. Therefore, researchers have developed bug prediction models to help developers to
better allocate their available SQA resource to those areas of the software system which
are most likely to contain bugs.
Broadly speaking, bug prediction models use supervised techniques to learn the rela-
tionship between various software metrics and the bug-proneness of the software artifacts
(e.g., modules, files, functions, etc). Bug prediction models are trained using software
metrics that have been collected from previous releases of the software. Then, these models
can be used in the following releases in order to prioritize the software artifacts based on
their predicted values.
In the last decade, researchers have explored the usefulness of a large number of
software metrics (product [174], process [108] and organizational [116] metrics) and
prediction techniques (statistical techniques like linear regression [55,108,174] or machine
learning techniques like Random Forest [48, 63, 86]) in order to improve the predictive
power of bug prediction models. In terms of bug-proneness (dependent variable), most
prior work have tried to predict - (a) whether an artifact has a bug or not [53, 69, 72],
(b) the likelihood that an artifact has a bug [5, 49, 110], (c) the number of bugs in an
artifact [114, 170, 174] and (d) the bug density of each artifact [72, 109, 145].
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1.1 Problems to be Addressed
In brief, we can summarize the problems to be addressed as follows:
Problem Statement: Software bug prediction is one of the most popular research
areas in software engineering and yet its adoption in the software industry remains
limited. We identify and empirically examine three possible issues with the current
state-of-the-art in bug prediction. First, the impact of software bugs are not taken
into account when tailoring the models. Second, different types of severe bugs are
seldom studied and characterized. Third, the large number of buggy files that are
not identified by prediction models.
We now explain how each of the aforementioned factors are addressed in this thesis.
One aspect not taken into consideration in software bug prediction models is the impact of
software bugs. In most of past studies, bugs are treated equally in terms of their impact.
Based on this assumption, two files predicted as buggy (or with the same number of bugs)
will be considered equally important, whereas files with higher number of bugs (or bug
density) will be considered more important than files with lower predicted values. However,
from the practical point of view, different bugs have different impact and consequences on
the quality of a software system. For example, some bugs might crash the system while
others degrade its performance. Bugs derived from poor design might require more effort
or expertise than those caused by typos. Although treating all bugs as the same was a
reasonable assumption in early stages of the bug prediction research, we consider that such
assumption must be revised more closely. In particular, first we examine the variability
of software bugs in terms of their impact and developer experience required to be fixed.
Then, we investigate the impact of such variability on prediction models and prioritization.
Other important aspect in software bug prediction is the understanding and charac-
terization of different kinds of software bugs. So far, only few works have studied the
impact of specific types of bugs such breakage, performance, reopened and dormant
bugs [26, 134, 136, 164, 172]. However, one special type of severe bugs that has not been
analyzed yet is blocking bugs. Blocking bugs refer to software bugs that prevent other
bugs from being fixed. In this scenario, developers cannot go further fixing their bugs, not
because they do not have the skills or resources (e.g., time) needed to do it, but because the
components they are fixing depend on other components that have unresolved bugs. These
blocking bugs may increase maintenance costs, reduce overall quality and delay the release
of the software systems. Therefore, we think that a thorough analysis of blocking bugs at
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bug-report, bug-fix and file levels can provide insightful information to better understand
their severity. In addition, we propose to build prediction models to help practitioners to
identify early on whether a bug will be a blocking bug or not.
Even though prior studies have shown promising results, prediction models are not
perfect and could fail in identifying buggy files. In this context, another aspect that has
not been investigated in software bug prediction so far, is What are those buggy files
that prediction models incorrectly predict as bug-free files (i.e., false negative)?. The
inability to detect a large number of buggy files, might limit the adoption of bug prediction
models. Therefore, in this work we quantitatively analyze buggy files incorrectly predicted
(false negative) and buggy files correctly predicted (true positives) along various software
metrics. Additionally, we investigate the root causes, impact and affected components of
the software bugs related to false negative files.
1.1.1 Thesis Structure
The main contributions of this work are described in the following chapters:
• Chapter 2 describes common concepts in Mining Software Repositories. Addition-
ally, we briefly discuss the state of the art in Software Bug Prediction related to our
work.
• Chapter 3 details core ideas of our approach common to the three problems to be
addressed. We describe the software project studied, data collection process and the
extracted software metrics we use during our experiments.
• Chapter 4 empirically shows that bugs have different impact in terms of the devel-
oper experience. Then, we compare models predicting number of bugs and models
predicting developer experience in terms of their ranking abilities (i.e., prioritization)
and their variance explained.
• Chapter 5 studies a severe type of bug called Blocking bugs in 8 open source projects.
We build prediction models to help developers to identify such bugs early on. We
also analyze the impact of blocking bugs at bug-fix and file level. Our analysis shows
that files with blocking bugs are bigger, more complex, have higher coupling and
less cohesion than files with non-blocking bugs.
• Chapter 6 investigates false negative files in bug prediction across 8 well-known
software metrics. Our results show that about 70% of all buggy files cannot be
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identified by prediction models. We also found that although both false negative files
and true true positive files are buggy files, they are significantly different along the 8
software metrics. In a further qualitative analysis of bug reports, bug-fix commits
(i.e., code changes) and mailing list discussion, we find that bugs affecting false
negative files are similar to true positive files.
• Chapter 7 restate the problem addressed in this thesis, briefly describes the ap-





Building and maintaining high quality software systems is a complex task that require
the coordination of many developers grouped on different software teams. During the
development process, these software teams generate a huge number of artifacts such as
source-code files, documentation, reported bugs, technical discussions, etc. Software
teams rely on software engineering tools called Software Repositories in order to manage
these artifacts and keep track of their complete history of changes. The most widely used
software repositories when developing software systems are:
• Version Control Systems (VCS). Sometimes called Source-Code Repositories are
specialized database systems used to manage the code base of a software system
and store every version of the source code. These tools allow developers to work
simultaneously in the same code files and also provide conflict resolution mecha-
nisms when there are overlaps between the changes of two developers. The smallest
unit of change recorded into the source-code repository is termed a commit. Each
commit has a unique identifier, the name and email of the developer who submitted
the commit, the date of submission, the commit message (a textual description of
the change), the list of the affected files, the actual change performed on the files
(usually called patch), etc.
• Issue Tracking Systems. An Issue Tracking System is a specialized database used
to track and document software issues reported by end-users and developers. Such
tracking systems also enable developers to collaboratively fix the reported issues
16
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and keep track of their progress and status. An issue report is an structured record
composed of several fields such as the textual description of the issue, the comments
of the developers, the severity and priority of the issue, the status, etc. Issue reports
include: software bugs, feature requests, enhancements and refactoring actions.
When a issue report represents a software bug, we refer to it as bug report. In the
remaining of this thesis, we also refer to issue tracking systems as Bug Tracking
Systems (or Bug Repositories), because we exclusively use data extracted from bug
reports.
• Mailing List System. Generally speaking, a mailing list system is a software appli-
cation that broadcast e-mails among users who are subscribed to such system. In
the Open Source Community, software developers widely used mailing list systems
as their principal communication channel to discuss development, maintenance
and organizational topics. In addition, mailing list systems offer a public environ-
ment through which end-users can report symptoms of potential software bugs to
developers, ask for support, new functionalities, etc.
In this work, we leverage software data from these repositories. All the metrics
described in the next section are extracted mainly from the source-code and bug repositories.
To extract the developers’ discussions on software bugs, we use the developers’ mailing
lists.
2.2 Software Metrics
Software metrics are measures that quantify the quality of software products and their
development activities. Prior works have proposed a large number of software metrics
in order to improve the performance of bug prediction. Roughly speaking, there are two
broad types of software metrics: source-code metrics [27,84] and process metrics [46,103].
There has been a considerable debate on the superiority of one type of metrics over the
other. The majority of the studies have found that process metrics are better bug predictors
than source-code metrics [46, 106, 123]. Nevertheless source-code metrics have been most
frequently used for bug prediction [121].
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2.2.1 Source-code Metrics
These metrics are extracted directly from software artifacts (e.g., modules, subsystems,
files, functions, etc). There are three sub-groups of source-code metrics: traditional (e.g.,
LOC, Cyclomatic [84] and Halstead [52]), object-oriented (e.g., CK metrics suite [28]) and
network metrics (e.g., call-graph dependency). Many studies have extensively investigated
the practical value of these metrics.
• Traditional Metrics. Lines of Code (LOC): It counts the number of lines of
a software artifact. Prior studies have investigated the ranking ability of LOC
[1, 40, 114, 165]. These works found that LOC is a good metric for ranking the
most buggy modules. For example, Zhang et al. [165] showed that the top 20%
of the largest files contains 51%-63% of the bugs. In bug prediction, LOC was
reported to be a moderate/good predictor of software bugs [40, 50, 91, 114, 167].
Cyclomatic Complexity: It counts the number of independent paths in the control
flow graph of a piece of code. Although Cyclomatic Complexity is correlated to LOC
[40, 100], it is still widely used as predictor of software bugs [91, 110, 113, 169, 174]
and vulnerabilities [29, 137]. Halstead’s metrics: This family of metrics is based
on the number of operands and operators in a piece of code. While some previ-
ous research has suggested that Halstead’s metrics are effective for bug predic-
tion [92, 161], other work found that they are not better than LOC or Cyclomatic
Complexity [40, 100, 121]. In this work, we extensively use LOC and Cyclomatic
Complexity.
• Object-oriented Metrics. Chidamber & Kemerer (CK) metrics [28] are the most
popular object-oriented metrics. CK metrics are aimed at measuring the design
complexity (e.g., number of methods, coupling, cohesion, etc) of objected-oriented
systems at class level. Prior studies have validated the effectiveness of these metrics
[8, 20, 21, 27, 50, 139] and showed their usefulness for predicting buggy classes
[?, 32, 37, 110, 167]. Nevertheless, some works have suggested that CK metrics are
strongly correlated to LOC [21, 22, 36, 168]. In Chapter 5, we use coupling and
cohesion to assess the impact of Blocking bugs at file-level.
• Network Metrics. These metrics take into account the structural interactions of the
different parts of a software system. They are extracted from the dependency graph
of the software system. In the dependency graph, each vertex represents a software
module (e.g., file, class, subsystem) and each edge represents a call function between
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two software modules. There are two types of network metrics that can be computed
for each module - (a) ego metrics that measure the local importance of the module
within its neighborhood and (b) global metrics that measure the importance of the
module within the whole software system. There has been considerable disagreement
about the effectiveness of network metrics [82, 118, 119, 148, 170]. For example,
Zimmermann and Nagappan [170] reported that network metrics are better than
complexity metrics when predicting bug-prone binaries in Windows Sever 2003. On
the other hand, Prateek et al. [118] found that network metrics were inferior to other
source-code metrics. Additionally, it is important to mention that the generation
of the dependency graph is expensive and time-consuming. Therefore, we do not
consider network metrics in our work. We only include this kind of metrics in our
literature review for the sake of completeness.
2.2.2 Process Metrics
Although source-code metrics have been successfully used to assess the quality of software
systems, they do not take into account the impact of the development process used to
implement such systems. Process metrics (sometimes called change-history metrics) are
quality measurements extracted from the history of the development process.
For some time, researchers have suggested that process metrics might be good indicator
of buggy software artifacts. Yu et al. [162] were among the first that used process metrics
to perform bug prediction. They found that number of prior bugs is a good predictor of
future bugs. Graves et al. [46] showed that process metrics such prior number of changes
are better predictors than traditional code-metrics. One possible explanation is that a large
number of changes in a file increases the likelihood to introduce a bug. Munson et al. [107]
investigated the relationship between Code Churn (number of modified lines between two
versions of the code) and problem reports, and found strong correlation. Later, Nagappan
et al. [108] used Relative Code Churn to predict the bug density of binaries in Windows
Server 2003. Hassan [55] proposed the entropy of changes to measure the complexity of
code changes. He found that entropy of changes is a better indicator of bugs than prior
changes or prior bugs.
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Previous studies in bug prediction also incorporated metrics extracted from the social
structure of developers. Meneely et al. [90] used social network based metrics to predict
bugs at file level. Shin et al. [137] provided evidence that metrics such developer activity
metrics can help to localize software vulnerabilities. The developer network is generated
using the history of changes of the software system. If two developers modified at least
one file in common, then they are connected in the network. Similarly, studies from
Microsoft [15, 116] used collaboration network metrics to investigate the impact of code
ownership on software quality.
Several comprehensive studies have compared the predictive power of process and
code metrics [6, 63, 106, 123]. They found that process metrics consistently outperform
code metrics for bug prediction models. In Chapter 3 (Approach), we describe the process
metrics used in this work and how they were collected.
2.3 Software Bug Prediction Models
Many different statistical and machine learning techniques have been proposed to learn
the relationship between various software metrics (predictors) and bug-related metrics
(dependent variable) extracted from the software artifacts. The most common dependent
variables used in prior research are: bug-proneness (buggy/non-buggy), likelihood of
having a bug, number of bugs, bug density, etc. In a survey of more than 100 papers related
to software bug prediction, Shihab [132] identified approximately 70 different prediction
techniques. Out of them, the following six techniques were the most widely used: Logistic
Regression was used in 47% of the prior studies, Decision Trees in 26%, Linear Regression
in 16%, Random Forest in 15% and SVM in 8% of the studies. We also extensively use
prediction techniques in this work.
2.3.1 Prediction Settings and Evaluation Criteria
The three most widely used settings in which bug prediction models are evaluated are Cross-
validation, Forward-release prediction and Cross-project prediction. In Cross-validation,
the data set is split into 10 parts (i.e folds) of the same size and preserving the original
distribution of the classes. Then, each fold is used as the testing set for a prediction model
built using the remaining 9 folds. The overall performance is calculated as the average
performance of the 10 models evaluated in the testing sets. Forward-release prediction
provides a more realistic evaluation environment similar to what happen in the industry.
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Here the prediction model is trained using data from older releases of the software system
and then evaluated on the next immediate release. In Cross-project prediction, a model
trained on data from one software project is used to predict bugs in another project (usually
in the same domain). This approach is used when the target project is still young (i.e., it is
the first release of the project) and there is insufficient data to build a prediction model.
2.4 Kind of Software Bugs
In Software Bug Prediction, only few works have studied the impact of specific types of
bugs such breakage, performance, reopened and dormant bugs [26, 134, 136, 164, 172].
Similar to these studies, we also investigate a severe type of bugs called Blockinb bugs. In
this Section, we review prior studies on different types of bugs.
2.4.1 Re-opened Bugs
Once a bug is found, a bug report is created and assigned to a developer who is responsible
to fix the problem. Then another developer verifies the fix and closes the bug report.
Reopened bugs are bugs that were closed, but require to be re-opened later because they
were: poorly fixed, incorrectly fixed or closed for lack of information to reproduce the
problem. Shihab et al. [134] were among the first to study this kind of bugs. In their work,
the authors analyzed the bug reports of the Eclipse Platform project. Their findings show
that re-opened bugs take twice longer to be fixed compared to non-reopened bugs. In order
to help practitioners to predict re-opened bugs, the authors built decision trees using 22
metrics extracted from the bug reports. Xia et al. [160] found that Bagging and Decision
Table algorithms outperform decision trees when predicting re-opened bugs. Zimmermann
et al. [172] also qualitatively and quantitatively investigated re-opened bugs in Microsoft
Windows. The authors surveyed 358 developers to identify the causes of re-opened bugs.
They found that bugs are more likely to get re-opened when the developers misunderstood
the root causes, there was insufficient information to reproduce the bug or the priority
of the bug was underestimated. In addition, their quantitative analysis showed that bugs
reported by customers and during system testing are more likely to be re-opened.
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2.4.2 Dormant Bugs
It refers to bugs that were introduced in one release (e.g., r.1.0) of a software system and
are only discovered very late in a future release (e.g., r.9.0). Chen et al. [26] analyzed
dormant bugs in 20 open source projects written in java. The authors found that about
33% of the bugs introduced in a given release, remain undiscovered until much later in
time. In addition, they found that about 20% of the bugs found in a given release were not
introduced in such a release but in an old one.
2.4.3 Security and Performance Bugs
Security and performance are two critical non-functional quality attributes of software
systems. Performance is the capability of a system to effectively accomplish its service
with a given time-constraint and specific resources. Performance bugs are software bugs
that significantly degrade the responsiveness (time to accomplish a user request) and
throughput (number of tasks accomplished per unit of time) of a software system. Security
is the capability of a system to prevent unauthorized access to sensitive information or
computing resources [73]. Security bugs (also known software vulnerabilities) are software
bugs that violate the security policy of a software system. Zaman et al. [164] compared
security and performance bugs in the Firefox open source project. Their results show that
security bug fixes are larger than performance bug fixes. In terms of fixing time, security
bugs are fixed faster than performance bugs. In a subsequent study [163], the authors found
that reproducing performance bugs is more challenging than other bugs. Zimmermann et
al. [173] used logistic regression and SVM for predicting vulnerabilities in Windows Vista.
2.4.4 High-impact Bugs
Shihab et al. [136] performed an empirical study of two types of high-impact bugs (break-
ages and surprises) in a large telephony system. Breakage bugs are bugs that break
pre-existing and bug-free functionalities heavily used by customers. Since such bugs nega-
tively impact the costumer experience, the reputation of the software system is damaged
and might cause loss of market share. Surprise bugs refer to post-release bugs that occur in
files that were barely modified before the release (i.e., files with few pre-release changes).
Such unexpected bugs catch developers off-guard and disrupt their already-busy quality
assurance schedules. Shihab et al. reported that breakage and surprise bugs account for
one-fifth of the post-release bugs and affect only 6% of the files in the system. The authors
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also built specialized prediction models for breakage and surprise bugs that can achieve
70% recall. Additionally, their models can reduce the amount of files to be inspected by 41
- 55% with respect to a general prediction model.
Chapter 3
Data Collection Process
In order to perform our study, we extract software data from three kind of software
repositories namely: Bug repository, Source-code repository and Mailing list repositories.
In particular, we mine the repositories of various open source projects, since they allow
public access to their repositories. Different software projects use different technologies
for their Bug (e.g., Jira, Bugzilla) and Code (e.g., Subversion, GIT) repositories. Although
the mining process is similar among different technologies, we developed specialized
scripts for each of them, in order to handle their peculiarities. We collect bug-reports,
bug-fix commits and source code files from software repositories.
The data collection process of Chapter 4 (Not all bugs are the same) and Chapter 6
(False-Negative files) are very similar. Therefore, here, we detail the software projects,
data preprocessing and software metrics shared by these two chapters. On the other hand,
in this chapter, we only provide a brief description of the data collection of Chapter 5
(Blocking bugs).
3.0.1 Bug Report Collection
We queried the bug repositories using their APIs (JIRA1, Bugzilla2 , Google Issue Tracker3)
in order to extract the bug reports (i.e., issues of the type Bug). We only consider closed or
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For our blocking bugs study, we extract 14 bug report metrics. Therefore, in Chapter 5,
we provide a more detailed description of the data sets, preprocessing and the extracted
bug report metrics also known as factors.
3.1 Code and Process Metrics Collection
3.1.1 Studied Projects
For our analyses in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6, we collect data from 11 Apache Software
Foundation projects. Theses projects are written in Java and cover a wide range of domains
(i.e., SQL and NoSQL databases, Enterprise, Service and Web frameworks, Data Analytics
platforms, etc). Table 3.1 summarizes the size of our projects in terms of bug-reports,
commits and number of releases. We leveraged code, process and bug metrics from the bug
tracking system and source-code repository of each project. In total, we extracted 22,803
bug reports and 98,297 commits. We selected these projects because they are long-lived
and large projects that have been used in prior works [26, 125, 126].
Table 3.1: Description and aggregate metrics of 11 Apache projects
Project Description # # #
Bugs Commits Releases
Collected Collected (Jira)
Accumulo Distributed Storage System 1,101 6,013 17
Bookkeeper Write-ahead logging service 339 574 10
Camel Integration Framework 2,289 17,542 75
Cassandra Distributed Storage System 3,099 15,028 130
CXF Web Service Framework 2,973 9,609 116
Derby Relational Database 2,599 7,982 42
Felix OSGI Service Platform 1,977 11,252 425
Hive SQL-like Engine for Hadoop 3,138 4,836 26
OpenJPA Persistence Framework 995 4,681 40
Pig Query Language for Hadoop 1,820 2,533 31
Wicket Web Application Framework 2,473 18,247 112
Total – 22,803 98,297 1,024
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3.1.2 Bug fix Collection
A bug-fix is a commit that fixes a reported bug. It is a common practice among developers
to include bug information in their commits. To collect bug-fixes, we link bug reports and
their related commits. Our linkage process follows an approach similar to previous studies
[125,126]. First, we checked out all the release-branches from the code repositories. Then,
we extracted all commits that contain bug-related words (e.g., bug, fixed, failed, crashed,
etc) and potential bug-identifiers (e.g., BUG-567) in their commit messages. In order
to validate the collected commits, we checked that the bug-identifier in the commits are
present in the data set of bug reports previously extracted from the bug repositories. Since,
we are dealing with more than one release-branch, we are at risk of including duplicate
commits in our data set. For example, we found two identical commits fixing bug-issue
CAMEL-8091 in release-branches camel-2.13.x and camel-2.14.x. The aforementioned
situation can inflate our metrics and therefore bias/invalidate our conclusions. Therefore,
we removed all duplicate commits that have the same message and patch (diff) information.
Additionally, bug-fix commits were filtered to remove non-source code (e.g., XML, html,
log, documentation files, etc) and unit-test files that were part of the bug-fix commit.
Out of the 22,803 bug reports extracted, 17,032 were successfully linked to at least one
commit. Similarly, out of the 98,297 commits extracted, 21,899 were successfully linked
to at least one bug report. It is important to emphasize that in our experiments we only
consider bug reports and commits that were explicitly linked.
3.1.3 Code and Process Metrics
We use the source-code and commit history (from code repositories) along with the bug
report information to extract code and process metrics from files in three major releases of
each software project. Not all the projects deal with the releases in the same way. Some
projects use only tags, whereas others use only branches (although they periodically merge
back into master). In the latter case, the code repositories record neither the creation date
nor the starting point of a release-branch. Therefore, to identify the releases and their
release-dates, we use the release information posted in the websites of the bug repositories.
We use the closest commits to the release-dates as the identifiers of the releases in the code
repositories. We selected the three consecutive major releases with the largest number
of post-release bug-fixes, in each project (see Table 3.2 for a detailed list of the major
releases). Given two consecutive releases A and B, we consider the middle point between
them as the end of the post-release period for release A and the start of the pre-release
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Table 3.2: Information on the releases studied in each of the projects
Project Releases # Pre-release # Post-release # Files # Buggy
Commits Commits Files
1.4.0 481 206 801 55
Accumulo 1.5.0 577 178 907 86
1.6.0 487 204 1,052 70
4.0.0 32 24 176 24
Bookkeeper 4.1.0 51 32 227 32
4.2.0 82 21 311 25
2.9.0 396 93 2,340 100
Camel 2.10.0 320 158 2,570 147
2.11.0 466 114 2,852 113
1.0.0 529 167 692 151
Cassandra 1.1.0 339 154 684 114
1.2.0 470 169 922 156
2.2 489 256 2,152 287
CXF 2.3 483 106 2,406 91
2.4 351 217 2,613 170
10.1.1.0 185 187 1,456 139
Derby 10.2.1.6 520 151 1,558 85
10.3.1.4 493 166 1,629 130
scr-1.4.0 1,190 169 2,622 110
Felix scr-1.6.0 413 400 2,577 209
scr-1.8.0 965 229 3,412 154
0.11.0 184 108 1,833 98
Hive 0.12.0 297 243 2,246 222
0.13.0 365 199 2,550 210
2.0.0 308 119 1,305 84
OpenJPA 2.1.0 135 86 1,489 56
2.2.0 102 51 1,509 35
0.9.0 147 69 985 59
Pig 0.10.0 75 89 1,041 56
0.11 105 76 1,083 51
1.3.0-final 2,137 242 1,278 70
Wicket 1.4.0 426 168 1,338 113
1.5.0 1,502 373 1,530 107
Total – 15,102 5,224 52,146 3,609
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period for release B. In total, we ended up with a data set of 52,146 files from all the
projects, out of which only 3,609 were buggy files (⇡7%).
For each of the major releases, we collected code and process metrics during the
pre-release period. More precisely, we checked out the code repository at each release
and extracted various code metrics from all the source-code files using the commercial
tool called UNDERSTAND4. To extract process metrics from the commits in the pre-
release, we developed several Python and Bash scripts. For the post-release period, we
collected two bug-related metrics (dependent variables) from the bug-fixes: number of bugs
and developer experience (defined as the number of previous bug-fixes contributed by a
developer). We calculated the number of bugs in the source-code files of a particular release
by counting the number of different bug-reports related to the bug-fixes that modified such
files. To calculate the developer experience, we first identified the developers who fixed at
least one post-release bug by extracting their emails from the bug-fixes. Then, for each
developer, we count the number of previous bug-fixes from their first contribution until
their last contribution before the release-date. When a file was modified by more than
one developer, we use the average experience. It is important to mention that if a file has
not been touched after the release-date, we set the post-release metrics to zero. Table 3.3
provides a brief description of the collected metrics.
Table 3.3: Collected code and process metrics
Metrics Description
Code LOC Lines of CodeCyclomatic Cyclomatic Complexity
Process
Churn Cumulative code churn
Added Churn Added lines in the churn
Deleted Churn Deleted lines in the churn
# Commits Number of pre-release commits
# Dev Number of Developers
# Pre-release Bugs Number of fixed pre-release bugs
Bug-related # Bugs Num. post-release bugsDev Experience Number of previous commits made by the developer
4http://www.scitools.com
Chapter 4
Not all Bugs are the same
There have been decades of research on prioritizing software entities to help practitioners
allocate their QA resources using prediction models. However, in most of the past work
the dependent variables of the prediction models have simply been the number of bugs
in a file. Such a dependent variable assumes that all bugs are the same. We qualitatively
analyze the bugs from 11 open source projects and find that the impact of the bugs are
very diverse. In our study, we choose one possible dimension of diversity: experience of
the developers fixing the bugs defined as their previous fixes to the project. We find that
indeed different bugs are fixed by developers with different levels of experience. Then we
examine the impact of using just the number of bugs versus the developers experience
as dependent variable in the prediction model. We measure the impact on prioritization
of entities, and the relationship between previously studied independent variables and
the dependent variables. We find that the prioritization of files is considerably different
when we use different dependent variables. We also find that when the dependent variable
changes, the relative importance of the independent variables remain the same, but the
variability explained in the model drops considerably. Thus we find compelling evidence
that the choice of dependent variable greatly affects the prediction model. Hence, we
conclude that research needs to be conducted into determining the dependent variables
that practitioners most care about, and come up with approaches to capture and mine this
information.
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4.1 Introduction
Software systems have become ubiquitous in our daily life for use in applications ranging
from entertainment (e.g., games, multimedia), to finance (e.g., e-commerce, internet-
banking) as well as mission critical systems (e.g., aircraft navigation). In the report
released by the National Institute of Standards and Technology in 2002, they estimate that
the cost of inadequate testing infrastructure to software users is $38.3 Billion [143]. In
order to prioritize the inadequate testing infrastructure, software engineering researchers
have developed bug prediction models. More than 100 papers on bug prediction have been
published in the past decade [132]. Using the prediction models, the researchers aim to
prioritize bug prone software entities such as subsystems, files, function, etc. to guide the
quality assurance (QA) activities of practitioners.
The majority of prior work on bug prediction is along two dimensions - (1) to investi-
gate the usefulness of different independent variables or software metrics (product [174],
process [108] and organizational [116] metrics) in order to improve the performance of
the bug prediction models, and (2) to investigate the usefulness of different prediction
techniques (statistical techniques like linear regression [55, 108, 174] or machine learning
techniques like Random Forest [48, 63, 86]).
When it comes to what the researchers are trying to predict (dependent variable in the
prediction models) all the prior work predict only one of four things - (a) whether an entity
has a bug or not [53, 69, 72], (b) what is the likelihood that an entity has a bug [5, 49, 110],
(c) how many bugs are present in each entity [114, 170, 174], or (d) what is the bug density
of each entity [72, 109, 145]. Some recent studies examine the impact of specific types
of bugs such as breakage [134, 136], performance [164], reopened [172] and blocking
bugs [151]. However, past studies consider that all bugs are the same or predict only one
type of bug (and consider all bugs of that type to be equal as well).
The only exceptions are the studies based on the effort datasets published in the
PROMISE repository [95]. In these datasets (for example CHINA, Nasa93, and OpenEf-
fort), the dependent variable is the effort in hours spent on each entity. However, since then
nobody has curated a dataset with effort spent (possibly because it might be really difficult
to track/measure effort). The only research on effort is with respect to effort-aware models,
where researchers challenge the assumption that different entities require the same effort
for testing or inspection [5, 6, 63, 86]. Even such studies on effort-aware models do not
examine the possible differences among bugs.
It might be obvious to claim that indeed all bugs are not the same. However, there is no
empirical evidence to support or deny that claim. Therefore, in this chapter, we first want to
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empirically examine, if indeed there is diversity among bugs. If there is diversity, then we
want to examine empirically if the diversity has an impact on the prediction models, and
what we learn from them. Such an empirical evidence, will not only be a more scientific
way to establish a problem in the current state-of-the-art, but also serve to quantify the
extent of the problem.
4.2 Motivating example and Contributions
It may have been a reasonable assumption to consider all bugs as the same in early bug
prediction research. However, with decades of research already completed and millions of
dollars spent on bug prediction research, it may now be time to relax this assumption and
examine its impact more closely. Consider for example that there exists a large file A with
10 simple bugs that could be fixed by a novice developer, and there exists a small file B
with a blocking bug that can delay the release of a software which can only be fixed by a
highly experienced developer. Past bug prediction research would prioritize A before B,
because it has more bugs. Effort aware research would prioritize A over B, because file A
is larger and hence requires more effort to inspect. However, a developer would like to
prioritize B over A since the bug in file B is of a more serious threat.
Software teams are always constrained by limited time, budget and personnel, and
therefore we should start investigating what developers care the most when prioritizing their
QA resources. Such investigation may require many iterations and should be performed
only if there is a problem with current bug prediction models. While, it might seem obvious
that all bugs are not the same, in this chapter, we find hard evidence that such a assumption
has serious consequences on bug prediction and prioritization. The rest of this section lists
our contributions:
• We conduct a case study on 11 open source projects, where we mine and link the
bug repository data to the code repository data, in order to examine our goal.
• From quantitatively analyzing the case study subjects we find that indeed not all
bugs are the same in terms of the experience required to fix them (RQ1-a). For
example, in Cassandra project, the developer experience at the 25th percentile is 20
previous fix commits, while at the 75th percentile is 920 previous bug-fix commits.
• From qualitatively analyzing the bugs in the case study subjects we find that the
impact of the bugs are also very different (RQ1-b). For example some bugs causes
the system to crash, while other bugs can cause the system to slow down.
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• We also find that the prioritization of entities (files) based on different dependent
variables are vastly different (RQ2-b). For example, in Cassandra, the top 20 files
with the most bugs has no file in common with the top 20 files that require a high
degree of experience in the codebase.
• Finally, we find that when the dependent variable changes in a prediction model,
the relative contribution of the independent variables to the variance explained in
the model remain the same. Additionally, the actual variance explained changes
drastically when the dependent variable changes. For example, in one of our case
studies (Cassandra), the prediction model based on number of bugs, explains 44%
of the variance whereas the prediction model based on the developer experience
explains only 6%.
4.3 Related Work
Software Metrics: Prior work on bug prediction uses a wide variety of product level
metrics derived from the source code such as LOC, Cyclomatic Complexity and object
oriented metrics [50, 110, 174]. Other studies include process metrics (e.g., prior bugs,
prior changes, developer information, etc) in their models [55, 90, 106, 108]. These metrics
are used as independent variables in the bug prediction models. In this chapter, we consider
two code metrics (LOC, Cyclomatic Complexity) and one process metric (Churn) as
our independent variables. Although the aforementioned studies use a large number of
independent variables, we think our three independent variables are enough to address
our research questions, since past work has shown the importance of size and churn
metrics [126]. The way we are different from previous work is in the fact that, we consider
developer experience as dependent variable instead of number of bugs.
Bug Prediction Models: Researchers have explored different types of statistical and
machine learning models for bug prediction [48,110,114]. Prior works have also proposed
caching techniques to identify the most bug prone areas in a system [53, 71, 127]. Here the
problem being solved is maintaining a limited list (cache) of entities that are the most bug
prone so that the inadequate quality assurance effort can be focused carefully. However, in
all these works, the assumption is that the entity with the most bugs at a given time is the
entity that need the most QA effort. However, it is possible that the entity under question
could have many small bugs, but another entity may have just one very serious bug. In our
work, we find that all bugs are not the same and that the prioritization changes depending
on what metric we use to measure the seriousness of a bug (the set of metrics we use are
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described in Section 4.4.1). Note that in our study we use the developer experience metric
as an alternate dependent variable, but we are not advocating everyone to switch to this
metric, but rather pointing out the importance of choosing the appropriate metric.
Variability in SE data Software engineering data is highly skewed and has a large amount
of variability. Therefore, prediction models built using heterogeneous data from one project
may not generalize well 1) over time, 2) at different granularity levels, 3) to subsets within
the project and 4) to other projects [10, 35, 93, 117]. The main difference with our work is
that we neither split the data into smaller subsets along the independent variables (i.e., pre-
dictor space) nor analyze their variability. Instead, we analyze and compare the variability
of two dependent variables: number of bugs and developer experience.
Effort-aware Models Code inspection is a costly and yet very important QA activity
during software development. Previous studies [5, 63, 86] have pointed out that allocating
QA resources based on inspection effort rather than number of bugs might be more cost-
effective. Arisholm et al. [5, 6] suggested that inspection effort is roughly proportional to
the size of the inspected file. Therefore, researchers such as Mende et al. [86] and Kamei
et al. [63] proposed models to predict the relative treatment effort of a module. The relative
treatment effort is defined as number of bugs in a module over the effort required to inspect
such module. Following Arisholm et al.’s suggestion [5], other researchers used the size of
the module as a proxy metrics of inspection effort [63,86]. Our work differs from these
previous studies in that we use the experience that a developer has before fixing a bug as
dependent variable. We use number of previous fix commits performed by a developer as a
proxy measure of experience. Our goal is not to determine a new prioritization technique,
but rather shed light on the fact that depending on what metric we use for prioritization,
we will get different files that need QA effort. Therefore, we want our work to spur the
discussion on dependent variables and which ones may be the most appropriate for a
particular stakeholder.
More recently, Mo et al. [101] proposed an architectural model called DRSpaces to identify
novel hotspot patterns. Although the authors found that the occurrence of such hotspots
increase the maintenance cost and effort in terms of error-proneness and change-proneness,
their work does not directly predict error-proneness neither change-proneness. In this
chapter, we do not focus on predicting files with architectural smells. Rather, we investigate
how the prioritization of files changes when using developer experience instead of number
of bugs as the dependent variable.
Different kind of bugs. Only few works study the impact of specific types of bugs such
breakage, performance, reopened and blocking bugs [134, 136, 151, 164, 172]. Shihab et
al. [136] studied breakage and surprises bugs in a large telephony system. They showed
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that these high-impact bugs have high severity and seem to be related to requirement
problems. Zaman et al. [163, 164] analyzed different characteristics (e.g., triage and fix
time, experience) between security and performance bugs. Zimmermann et al. [173] and
Shin et al. [137] use traditional, organizational and developer activity metrics to build
vulnerability prediction models. Shihab et al. [134] investigated reopened bugs in Eclipse.
They found that the fixing-time of re-opened bugs is twice or more longer than the fixing-
time of non-reopened bugs. Zimmermann et al. [172] also investigated re-opened bugs in
Windows Vista and Windows 7. They performed a survey to identify possible causes of
reopened bugs. The authors showed that bugs reported by customers and during system
testing are more likely to be reopened.
More recently, researchers studied two special type of severe bugs: blocking and dormant
bugs. Following an approach similar to [134], Valdivia-Garcia and Shihab [151] studied
blocking bugs in six open-source projects. Even though that blocking bugs represent less
than 5% of the total number of bugs, the authors found that such bugs require 15-40 more
days to be fixed compared with non-blocking bugs. Chen et al. [26] conducted a study
to analyze dormant bugs in 20 open source projects. Their analysis showed that about
33% of the bugs introduced in a given release are discovered very late in future releases.
They also found that fixes of dormant bug involve more LOC than those of non-dormant
bugs, even though they are fixed faster and by more experienced developers.
All of the above works investigate types of bugs with different impact on software systems
and propose specialized models to predict them. This is an indication that not all bugs may
be the same, and that some bugs may be more important than others. However, the goal of
these papers was not to show that bugs can be different. Instead, the goal was to study one
specific type to bug. In our work, we gather evidence on the extent and impact of different
bugs in terms of the experience of developers that fix such bugs.
Effort Datasets: There are several research studies that have curated datasets with the
dependent variable as effort (typically in hours or days) spent on an entity during a
release [94]. These studies are the closest to our work. However, in our work, our goal
is not about coming up with new dependent variables like effort. Rather, in this chapter
we show that dependent variables like ‘number of bugs’ produce different results and
conclusions when compared to other dependent variables like developer experience. This
is because of the fact that not all bugs are the same (which we show in Section 4.5.1).
We believe that effort and other metrics such experience are a more accurate metric for
prioritization. In particular, we consider that our proposed dependent variable is just
the starting point in the line of research that explores new and more accurate dependent
variables that practitioners may care about.
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Severity Prediction: There are also works focused on bug severity prediction [76,77,144].
These works are related to automatically identifying the severity level (e.g., trivial, minor,
major, etc) of a new bug report during the bug triaging process. In this chapter, we do not
focus on predicting the severity or any such characteristic of bugs. Instead we want to
differentiate the bugs that are linked to software entities in current prediction models.
4.4 Case Study Design
In this section, we discuss in more detail the metrics we use as dependent variables. The
list of the eleven software projects used as case studies in our empirical study, and the data
collection process can be found in Chapter 3.
4.4.1 Dependent Variables
In this section, we describe the two dependent variables we use for our analysis, and
provide a brief motivation for why we use them.
Number of bugs: As the name suggests, this dependent variable captures the total num-
ber of bugs in an entity. This dependent variable has been used in many of the past
studies [46, 113, 114, 130, 170, 174]. In our study, we use this dependent variable as the
baseline. We compare how the prediction models and prioritization (in RQ2-a and RQ2-b
respectively) for developer experience differ from the baseline.
Developer experience: We measure the experience of the developer fixing a bug by
counting the number of fix commits contributed by the developer before the release-date.
If a bug has been fixed by two or more developers, we use the mean value. Our intuition is
that the experience of the developer can capture the cost of fixing a bug. More experienced
developers, may have more limited time, cost more to employ, and could therefore work on
more difficult bugs. Thus we believe that experience of developer could be an interesting
dimension to examine the diversity of bugs. Prior works have used similar metrics to
measure experience [103, 134, 164].
We want to see the extent to which bugs differ based on these metrics (RQ1). We
also want to measure the impact on prioritization and prediction models when we use
our dependent variable metric instead of ‘number of bugs’ (RQ2). By doing so, we hope
that we expose the problem with the current state-of-the-art in bug prediction. We also
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hope that as researchers, we will begin exploring more meaningful dependent variables for
practitioners.
Certainly we could have included other dependent variables like bug-fix size, time to
fix a bug or the severity/priority of a bug. However, even though we could have just as
easily collected these variables from our data, we decided not to. Past research has shown
that severity/priority fields in bug trackers are not used appropriately by developers [11].
Also time to fix bugs, currently is calculated as the time between when a bug is opened and
when a bug is closed. Thus a long bug-fix time could either mean that the bug is so difficult
that it has taken a long time, or that a bug is so insignificant that no one bothered to fix it.
There are similar reasons for not considering bug-fix size as dependent variable. Although
bug-fix size could be related to bug-cost, it might not reflect the real fixing-cost (e.g.,
program understanding, testing costs, etc). If there was a more accurate way to measure the
bug-fix size or bug-fix time (as the effort data sets in PROMISE repository have), we would
have done that. However, until there are serious threats (like the ones explained above),
in such metrics, we refrain from using them in our study, since the goal of this chapter is
to examine if there is a problem in the current state-of-the-art in bug prediction models.
We do not want to make any conclusions from possibly flawed and/or non-representative
data. Once software projects collect such information, it would be easy to add that to our
analysis. We hope that the study in this chapter might provide the necessary motivation
into collecting effort and other such similar metrics in software projects for each bug fix.
4.5 Case Study Results
4.5.1 RQ1. Are all bugs in a software the same?
Motivation. A plethora of research work has focused on bug prediction models that use
various product and process metrics to predict bug-prone entities. Most of these works
have the common assumption that the bug-space is relatively homogeneous. In other words,
they treat all bugs in the same way without considering their impact, cost, fix time, etc.
Therefore, in this research question, we want to (a) quantitatively examine the diversity in
bugs along the developer experience (as defined in Section 4.4.1) as well as documenting
the extent to which bugs differ and (b) qualitatively analyze the impact of the bugs.
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RQ1-a. Quantitative Analysis
Approach. For the quantitative analysis, we examine the dependent variable developer
experience as the characteristic along which we compare the bugs. Also we examine the
bugs not at the file-level, but at the bug-level (i.e., we use the experience of the developers
who fix the bugs). Given that developer experience is a cumulative metric, developers
fixing bugs in early releases will have less experience than the same developers fixing
bugs in recent releases. Therefore, in this RQ, we did not consider all the bugs since the
beginning of the project, but instead we analyze the bugs of the latest release. For our
analysis, we use box plots to examine if all bugs are the same, and use the relative standard













Figure 4.1: Boxplots for Developer Experience
Results. In Figure 4.1, we plot the developer experience before fixing the bugs in each
project, which results in a boxplot. From the boxplots in Figure 4.1, it is clear that not all
bugs in each project are the same in terms of the experience of the developer fixing the
bug. This is evident from the wide distribution that is visualized in the boxplots. If we had
gotten boxplots where distribution of the values were narrow, then we can make the claim
that all bugs are similar. However, that is not the case in any of the projects.
Also due to the very wide distribution, we had to use log scaled Y axis. Therefore, one way
to mathematically quantify the wide distribution is through determining the interquartile
range (the size of the middle 50% of the box plots). The interquartile range (IQR) for all
the bugs of each project along the developer experience values are presented in Table 4.1.
The IQR for developer experience varies from 14 to 900 across the 11 projects. This means
that the difference of developer experience between the bugs in the 25th and 75th percentile
can be as high as 900 previous fix commits, as in the case of the Cassandra project that has
an IQR between 20 (25th) and 920 (75th) previous fix commits by a developer.
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Table 4.1: Interquartile Ranges for Developer Experience for each of the studied projects
Accumulo Bookkeeper Camel Cassandra CXF Derby Felix Hive OpenJPA Pig Wicket
Dev. Experience 14 75 558 900 436 104 114 483 76 336 0
In order to more robustly evaluate the extent to which bugs differ, we calculated the
Relative Standard Deviation (RSD). The RSD quantifies how large is the variability of the
developer experience fixing a bug, when compared to its mean. The RSD also allows us to
compare the dispersion of the developer experience across different projects. For example,
consider two projects A and B that have average developer experiences of 60 and 200
previous fix commits, and standard deviations of 30 and 40. Although the deviation for A
is smaller than for B, the variability for A (50%) is larger than for B (20%).
Table 4.2 shows the RSD calculated for our proposed dependent variable in each of
the projects. We can observe that the variability for our developer experience metric is
relatively high, with values ranging from 50% (Bookkeeper) to 129% (Cassandra).














Discussion. We wanted to visualize the variability of the experience more closely. Fig-
ure 4.2 shows the developer experience histograms for all of the projects. From Figure 4.2,
we can see that the developer experience related to bugs is very diverse across the projects.
In most of the projects, we also can observe some clusters of values (i.e., more than
one mode). This implies that there are groups of bugs that require different degrees of
developer experience with the project, in order to be fixed. For example, we found two
major groups of bugs in Accumulo (See Figure 4.2-a). The first group is closer to small



































































































































































































Figure 4.2: Distribution of the Developer Experience
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values, suggesting that the project has a relatively large number of bugs fixed by novice
developers. The second group is closer to medium-large values, suggesting that a large
number of bugs is fixed by developers with high experience in the project.
Summary. We find that in all of the 11 projects there exists quantitative evidence to show
that not all bugs are the same in terms of the developer experience required to fix such bugs.
RQ1-b. Qualitative Analysis
Approach. For the qualitative analysis, we manually inspect the bug reports and bug-fix
commits related to post-release bugs in order to identify their impact. Similar to prior
work on bug categorization [141], we classify the impact of a bug into six disjointed
categories: Data Corruption (Corrupt), Performance Degradation (Perf), Hang, Crash,
Incorrect Functionality (Incorrect) and Other. In our study, we randomly selected 352 of
4,211 post-release bugs to have a 95% confidence level and 5% confidence interval1. For



















Figure 4.3: Distribution of the impact
Results. In Figure 4.3, we show the distribution of the different impacts. As we can
observe from the figure, the dominant impacts are Crash and Incorrect Functionality,
1http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm
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contributing to 44% and 41% of the bugs respectively. Although the other categories
are proportionally smaller, together they account for about 15% of the bugs, which is a
considerable portion. In addition, bugs in such categories are still real problems that can
have catastrophic consequences for the users (e.g., bugs that cause data loss). For example,
we found a bug in Cassandra that was causing the utility upgradesstables to purge active
data in a production system2.
We also investigate the relationship between the kind of impact and the developer experi-
ence required to fix bugs. Therefore, we split the bugs into two groups: impactful (data
corruption and performance degradation) and non-impactful (hang, crash and incorrect
functionality) bugs, and then we compare them in terms of their developer experience
using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The results show that there is no statistically significant
difference between developer experience (p-value of 0.31) for impactful and non-impactful
bugs. To complement our results, we plot the developer experience for these two groups in
Figure 4.4. From the figure, we can observe that non-impactful bugs have higher developer
experience and variability than impactful bugs. However, it is important to note that data

















Impactful  Non−impactful  
Figure 4.4: Developer experience for impactful and non-impactful bugs
Summary. Therefore, from the distribution of the impact categories in this RQ, we find
that not all bugs cause the same type of impact (failure) to users.
2Jira issue: CASSANDRA-4462
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4.5.2 RQ2. What are the consequences of considering that all bugs
are the same?
Motivation. Current bug prediction models can help software teams to prioritize their QA
resources by predicting the likelihood or number of bugs in an entity. Prediction models
are also used to better understand the relationship between independent variables and
dependent variables. Such analysis can help practitioners to identify independent variables
that contribute the most to the prediction (i.e. most important variables), and whether
they significantly improve the performance of the models. Moreover, since organizations
are always constrained by limited time, budget and personnel, they might be interested
in prioritizing their buggy entities not only based on number of bugs but also on other
dependent variables that better reflect their constraints. Given that in RQ1, we found
that not all bugs are the same, in this question we want to investigate if the relationship
between independent and dependent variables as well as the prioritization significantly
change when using developer experience as dependent variable instead of number of bugs.
We break up this RQ into two sub-questions:
RQ2-a: Does changing the dependent variable have an impact on the prediction
models?
Approach. To answer this question, we build linear regression models to predict the
dependent variables that we defined in Section 4.4.1: number of bugs (Y# Bugs) and developer
experience (YExp). We normalize the independent variables (LOC, Cyclomatic Complexity,
and Churn) to better understand their effects on the dependent variables. We also normalize
the dependent variables to ease comparison of independent variables across models with
different dependent variables for the same release of the same project.
To analyze the impact of changing the dependent variable, we calculate the variance
explained by each of the models and the variability contribution of the independent
variables in each of the models. Similar to prior work [126], we use the Lindemen, Merenda
and Gold (LMG) method to measure the contribution of LOC, Cyclomatic Complexity and
Churn to the variability explained by our models (i.e., R2). In essence the idea behind LMG
is: first to build the same model for all possible orderings of the independent variables.
For example M1 : y = f(x1, x2) and M2 : y = f(x2, x1) represent the same model but
with different orderings. Second, perform an ANOVA analysis to calculate the sequential
variance decomposition (i.e., variance contribution of the dependent variables) of each
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ordering. Then, use the average contribution over the orderings as the contributions of the
independent variables.
Table 4.3: Average variance explained in each project when different dependent variables
are used
Project Y# Bugs YExp
Accumulo 19% 6% [0.3X]
Bookkeeper 29% 13% [0.5X]
Camel 12% 7% [0.6X]
Cassandra 44% 6% [0.1X]
CXF 14% 4% [0.3X]
Derby 22% 8% [0.4X]
Felix 21% 10% [0.5X]
Hive 23% 3% [0.1X]
OpenJPA 18% 8% [0.5X]
Pig 15% 6% [0.4X]
Wicket 33% 9% [0.3X]
Results. Table 4.3 summarizes and compares the average variance explained by the
prediction models in all the projects. Here, we consider model Y# Bugs as our baseline to
perform the comparison. We can obverse that the variance explained by the YExp model is
consistently smaller than that of Y# Bugs model (⇡ 0.1-0.6 times smaller). This result implies
that when the dependent variable changes, the current set of SE metrics (independent
variables), may not be enough to explain a considerable portion of the variability in the
data. Additionally, in Table 4.4, we summarize the variability contributions for each of the
independent variables with respect to each of the dependent variables in all of the projects.
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Table 4.4: Average contributions across three releases of each project from each indepen-
dent variable when different dependent variables are used
Prediction Models
Project Features Y# Bugs YExp
Accumulo XLOC 39.3% 41.0%
XCC 38.7% 40.6%
XChurn 22.0% 18.3%
Bookkeeper XLOC 39.9% 36.9%
XCC 34.5% 31.6%
XChurn 25.6% 31.5%
Camel XLOC 47.5% 46.1%
XCC 47.6% 47.7%
XChurn 4.9% 6.2%
Cassandra XLOC 34.6% 38.1%
XCC 38.7% 43.1%
XChurn 26.7% 18.8%
CXF XLOC 36.5% 38.4%
XCC 38.4% 46.5%
XChurn 25.1% 15.1%
Derby XLOC 44.1% 48.6%
XCC 42.9% 39.6%
XChurn 13.0% 11.8%
Felix XLOC 38.1% 44.4%
XCC 30.8% 29.0%
XChurn 31.1% 26.5%
Hive XLOC 49.0% 47.8%
XCC 47.6% 47.6%
XChurn 3.4% 4.6%
OpenJPA XLOC 37.7% 36.9%
XCC 48.7% 47.6%
XChurn 13.6% 15.6%
Pig XLOC 28.4% 45.2%
XCC 23.1% 32.5%
XChurn 48.5% 22.3%
Wicket XLOC 34.9% 34.9%
XCC 30.9% 31.2%
XChurn 34.2% 33.9%
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More precisely, we report the average variability contribution of the three releases for
each of the projects. For example the average contribution of LOC in Accumulo when the
dependent variable is number of bugs is reported to be 39.3% in Table 4.4. We found that
the average total variability (R2) explained in Accumulo over the three releases is 19% (see
Table 4.3) when the dependent variable is number of bugs. This means that the independent
variable, LOC, contributed 39.3% towards the 19% of the variability explained. A detailed
information about the built models (i.e., coefficients, contributions, variance explained and
statistical significant) for all of the projects and releases can be found in Appendix A.
Discussion. While prior works have found that process metrics outperform product met-
rics [46, 63, 106, 108], we find that churn consistently has the least relative contribution (as
shown in Table 4.4). They only exception is Pig, in which Churn has the highest contribu-
tion for Y# Bugs. Also, the order of importance among LOC, CC and Churn does not change
even when the dependent variable changes. This implies that irrespective of the depen-
dent variable chosen, the contribution of the independent variables to the total variability
explained remains the same. Therefore, our current understanding of the relationship
between various bug prediction metrics (independent variables) and the number of bugs as
dependent variable may not change when the dependent variables change. This finding
in an excellent reason why we should not assume the obvious and instead empirically
examine any assumption, as we have done in this chapter.
Summary. When we use different dependent variables in bug prediction models, we find
that the variance explained by such models significantly changes. This result implies that
when dependent variables change, the current set of SE metrics (independent variables),
may not enough to explain a considerable portion of the variability in the data, and therefore
researchers need to come up with new metrics that can explain the variability in datasets
when different dependent variables are used. At the same time, we find that the relative
contribution (i.e., order of importance) of independent variables remain the same in both
models.
RQ2-b. Does prioritization of entities based on different dependent variables pro-
duce similar results?
Approach. In this RQ, we tailor and analyze rankings of buggy entities based on number
of bugs and developer experience. For each of the releases, we first sort the files by the
number of bugs per file (Y# Bugs) in the post release phase. Alternatively, we sort the files
based on the experience of the developer(s) fixing the bugs in a file (YExp) as calculated in
Section 4.4.1. Each of the sorts results in a ranking of files: Rank# Bugs and RankExp. In
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our experiments, We pick the top 20 files in each ranking, because it represents ⇡20% of
the median number of buggy files from all of the projects (See Table 3.2). Now, for the
latter ranking (RankExp), we count the number of files that we would have missed if we
had used Rank# Bugs to prioritize our QA resources. In other words, we count the number
of files in RankExp that are not present in Rank# Bugs. It is important to emphasize that
we do not do any prediction here. Since we have the post release information, we do not
need predictions, and we are merely prioritizing the buggy files based on YExp and compare
them against Y# Bugs.
To illustrate, we provide and example of two rankings based on number of bugs and devel-
oper experience in Table 4.5. Observe that by using the ranking of files with most bugs to
prioritize files that require to be fixed by senior developers, we only identified two files (fJ
and fO) and missed three files (fD, fG and fM ). Thus the ranking based on number of bugs
instead of developer experience, will result in three files being missed. In our experiments,
we calculate the number of missed files over the three releases of each project.
Table 4.5: Sample - Ranking of files
Rank# Bugs RankExp
Files Y# Bugs Files YExp
fE 5 fD 200
fO 5 fG 150
fH 4 fJ 150
fJ 3 fM 100
fN 3 fO 90
Results. In Table 4.6, we report the number of missed files caused by using Rank# Bugs
for all of the projects. We can observe that the number of files missed among the top
20 files ranges from 9 files to 20 files with an overall median of 18 missed files. This
means that practitioners interested in prioritizing files with bugs that will require a high
degree of experience in the codebase of the project (i.e., developer experience) will
fail to identify most of the key files. For example, in Cassandra, we found that file
OpenBitSet.java was affected by two highly impactful bugs (CASSANDRA-2466
and CASSANDRA-3618) that were causing fragmentation and performance issues. These
bugs were assigned to a senior developer with more than 700 previous fix commits before
the release-date. This file was ranked as the top file in RankExp. Yet, it was not even ranked
as the last file in Rank# Bugs.
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Table 4.6: Number of missed files over three releases of each project.





Project R1 R2 R3
Accumulo 14 16 20
Bookkeeper 13 12 9
Camel 18 20 17
Cassandra 20 20 20
CXF 19 19 18
Derby 17 15 18
Felix 20 19 16
Hive 19 20 19
Openjpa 18 17 11
Pig 19 18 13
Wicket 18 18 19
Discussion. So far, we showed that using number of bugs to prioritize files instead of
developer experience can cause practitioners to miss most of the top files. However the
current analysis might be susceptible to threats from just examining 20 files. It could be
that, for example, a ranking of the 40 (⇡ 40%) buggiest files might cover the majority
of the files in the other ranking as well. Therefore, we perform a correlation analysis
to validate our findings further. Table 4.7 shows the results of the correlation analysis
between number of bugs and developer experience for the three releases of each project.
Consistently, we found that the prioritization of files based on number of bugs has a weak
correlation with the prioritization of files based on the developer experience (⇡  0.01 on
average), which explains the large number of missed files reported in Table 4.6.
Summary. Therefore, we find evidence to show that prioritization based on number of
bugs in a file is very different to the prioritization based on other dependent variables such
as developer experience. That said, practitioner should choose the dependent variable (not
number of bugs by default) that matters the most to their organization or project when
prioritizing their software entities.
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Project R1 R2 R3
Accumulo -0.01 0.06 0.19
Bookkeeper -0.38 0.08 0.10
Camel 0.17 -0.07 -0.07
Cassandra 0.06 -0.07 0.08
CXF -0.14 -0.30 -0.14
Derby 0.10 0.06 0.02
Felix 0.00 -0.03 0.12
Hive -0.03 -0.07 -0.13
Openjpa 0.03 -0.21 0.04
Pig 0.04 -0.05 -0.02
Wicket 0.01 0.01 -0.03
4.5.3 RQ3. How do developers define impactful bugs? and What
aspects of bugs are the most important for prioritizing their
fix?
Motivation. We found that not all bugs are the same in terms of their impact and the
developer experience required to fix them (RQ1). We also found always using the number
of bugs poorly prioritizes files, when the developers are interested in other dependent
variables such as developer experience (RQ2). In empirical software engineering is a
common practice to involve practitioner in the studies. Therefore, in this RQ, we would
like to complement our previous findings by including the point of view of developers.
Approach. To answer this RQ, we use four popular programming-related Q&A and news
websites namely: Quora3, StackOverflow4, Programmers Stack-Exchange5 and Slashdot6.
These websites provide a rich source of software engineering knowledge made by devel-
opers for developers. More precisely, we search each of the aforementioned websites for
posted questions that match the following regular expression: (prioritize|find|fix)
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tions related to impactful bugs. These questions were responded with 496 different answers.
To summarize the developers’ answers, we use the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic
modeling technique [16]. LDA extracts k different topics from a corpus of documents,
where a topic is collection of words that together represent a concept discussed in the
documents. We use the text-mining R package tm [39] to pre-process the answers (remove
stop-words, word stemming, etc) and extract the topics. Since our corpus is relatively
small (less than 500 answers), we extract k = 10 different topics.
Results. In Figure 4.5, we show the four most meaningful topics (out of ten topics) along
with their top 8 most relevant terms. A detailed list of the extracted topics can be found
in Appendix B. From Figure 4.5, we observe that Topic #1 discusses bugs in systems
written in assembly language. By manually inspecting the answers related to this topic,
we found that most of them talked about bugs in embedded systems. Topic #2 discusses
concurrency bugs based on its relevant terms (e.g., thread, lock, fail). After a manual
inspection, we found that Topic #2 is related to concurrency bugs and external bugs in
third-party libraries that were hard to reproduce. Topic #3 discusses memory and data
corruption bugs in software systems developed in C++. For topic #4, their relevant terms
suggest network-related bugs. A manual inspection shows that developers discussed about
network bugs and hardware issues.
Discussion. During our analysis, we did not find any specific bug prioritization strategy
discussed by the developers other than the nature of the bugs (e.g., concurrency, memory,
etc). In fact, the manual inspection of the answers indicates that the serious challenge
faced by the developers is not fixing bugs, but finding their nature and the conditions that
trigger them.
Summary. Based on our topic model analysis, we find that developers define impactful
bugs based solely on the type of bugs (namely embedded, concurrency, memory, data
corruption, or network bugs).
4.6 Comparison with other Linear Models
Multiple Linear Regression is a popular prediction technique that has being used extensively
to predict and analysis different software metrics [15, 32, 116, 130, 148]. However, such
technique is more suitable when the residual errors are normally distributed. Therefore,
to verify such assumption, we performed a Shapiro-Wilks test on the residuals of our
prediction models. The results indicate no evidence of normality (i.e., the normality
assumption was rejected with p-values ⌧ 0.0001). Nevertheless, in the field of Software
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(a) Topic #1 (b) Topic #2
(c) Topic #3 (d) Topic #4
Figure 4.5: The four most meaningful topics (out of ten) related to impactful bugs
Bug Prediction, we are more interested in the ranking ability of the models rather than in
estimating confidence intervals, and therefore linear regression is a valuable technique for
allocating SQA resources.
Another important assumption in linear regression analysis is the nature of the depen-
dent variable. Linear regression assumes that the dependent variable is a continuous metric.
However, in our experiments, we analyze two dependent variables (number of bugs and
dev. experience) that are discrete in nature. In such scenario, other linear models devel-
oped to handle discrete variable might provide better results (i.e., rankings). Therefore,
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Table 4.8: Spearman Rank-Order Correlation using different prediction techniques
Number of bugs Developer Experience
Project LR Poisson Z-Poisson Neg-B LR Poisson Z-Poisson Neg-B
Accumulo 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.24 -0.04 -0.04 0.00 -0.04
BookKeeper 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.27 -0.03 -0.02 -0.06 -0.02
Camel 0.15 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.08
Cassandra 0.46 0.46 0.44 0.46 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.04
CXF 0.36 0.32 0.35 0.36 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02
Derby 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.33 -0.07 -0.06 -0.07 -0.06
Felix 0.29 0.26 0.30 0.28 0.12 0.09 0.13 0.09
Hive 0.24 0.24 0.27 0.27 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03
OpenJPA 0.35 0.32 0.38 0.37 0.05 0.02 0.06 0.02
Pig 0.29 0.24 0.27 0.26 -0.04 -0.05 -0.02 -0.05
Wicket 0.19 0.22 0.18 0.19 0.06 0.10 0.05 0.10
we compare our linear regression models against three other prediction techniques that
explicitly handle discrete dependent variables namely: Poisson, Zero-Inflated Poisson
(Z-Poisson) and Negative Binomial (Neg-B) Regression. These models have been previ-
ously used in Software Bug Prediction studies to identify the most buggy files in software
systems [66,85,90,114]. First, for each project and release, we train different models using
the aforementioned techniques. Second, we rank the files in descending order according to
their predicted number of bugs/dev. experience. Then, we assess the goodness of fit of the
techniques by calculating the Spearman Rank-Order Correlation between the predicted
and actual values of our dependent variables. The coefficients of the Spearman Correlation
are shown in Table 4.8. From the table, we can observe that the ranking ability of the
prediction techniques are very similar. For example when raking files based on the number
of bugs in Accumulo, linear regression produces a ranking with a correlation of 0.23 with
respect to the ranking based on the actual values, whereas the other techniques produce
rankings with correlations of 0.23-0.25. Similar results are obtained for dev. experience.
Therefore, to summarize, the alternative techniques do not provide any significant benefit
over a traditional linear regression when building bug prediction models.
4.7 Threats to validity
Internal Validity. We used standard tools, statistical libraries and methods in our study.
Although these tools are not perfect, they have been used by other researchers in the past
for bug prediction [10, 63, 126]. For example, we used the official JIRA REST API to
retrieve the bug reports from the bug repositories. We also used standard libraries in R to
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perform our statistical analysis (e.g., linear regression, correlation, LMG, etc). Therefore,
by using these tools and libraries, we minimized the threats of introducing mistakes in our
experiments.
External Validity. In this work, we examined 11 open source projects written in Java.
Although these projects cover a wide range of domains and have been used in prior
works [26,125,126], there are other commercial and open source projects that use different
software processes, programming language, etc and therefore our results may not generalize
to all of them. In the future, we plan to include more projects to validate the generality of
our results.
Construct Validity We used the number of previous bug-fix commits as a proxy metric for
developer experience. In some cases, counting the number of previous bug-fix commits may
not reflect such experience. However, prior studies used similar measures for experience
and ownership [15, 26, 62, 102, 122]. Note that the goal of our work is not in determining
new dependent variables, but rather to show the need for one. Hence, the threats arising
due to above reasons are only mildly relevant.
4.8 Conclusions
Prior work on bug prediction models has used an aggregate measure like the number of
bugs as the dependent variable. However, such an aggregation implicitly assumes that
all bugs are the same. Based on our quantitative analysis at bug-level, we find that when
we compare bugs in terms of the experience of the developers fixing such bugs - not all
bugs are the same (RQ1-a). In terms of the impact caused to users (e.g., hangs, crashes,
incorrect functionalities, etc), our qualitative analysis shows that not all bugs impact the
users in the same way (RQ1-b). The consequence of rejecting the assumption that all bugs
are the same, is on the prediction models and the prioritization of entities themselves. We
build prediction models for two dependent variables (i.e., number of bugs and developer
experience). we find that the variance explained drastically changes among the prediction
models (RQ2-a). At the same time, we find that the relative contribution of the independent
variables (LOC of file, Cyclomatic Complexity, and Churn) remain the same regardless of
the dependent variables. In addition, we find that prioritization based on number of bugs is
vastly different to the prioritization based on developer experience (RQ2-b). While our
conclusion of ‘not all bugs are the same’ might be an expected result, there has been no
concrete evidence of it so far in SE research literature. Additionally, no prior work has
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explicitly shown the impact of the above conclusion on either entity prioritization or the
prediction models, like we did.
Our work has the following implications: 1) Practitioners should not blindly use
number of bugs as the only dependent variable. They need to take into consideration
different dimensions of bug impact in order to better allocate the QA resources. 2) As a
research community, we should begin studying new dependent variables that characterize
the impact of bugs in order to improve the state of the art of bug prediction models. 3)
Different dependent variables require different independent variables in order to fully ex-
plain them (from RQ2-a). Therefore, we encourage researchers to investigate and propose
new metrics (independent variables) that can explain the different bug characteristics (that
researchers and practitioners decide to use as dependent variables) in a better way. In




Software engineering researchers have studied specific types of issues such reopened bugs,
performance bugs, dormant bugs, etc. However, one special type of severe bugs is blocking
bugs. Blocking bugs are software bugs that prevent other bugs from being fixed. These
bugs may increase maintenance costs, reduce overall quality and delay the release of the
software systems. In this chapter, we study blocking bugs in eight open source projects
and propose a model to predict them early on. We extract 14 different factors (from the
bug repositories) that are made available within 24 hours after the initial submission of
the bug reports. Then, we build decision trees to predict whether a bug will be a blocking
bugs or not. Our results show that our prediction models achieve F-measures of 21%-54%,
which is a two-fold improvement over the baseline predictors. We also analyze the fixes of
these blocking bugs to understand their negative impact. We find that fixing blocking bugs
require more lines of code to be touched compared to non-blocking bugs. In addition, our
file-level analysis shows that files affected by blocking bugs are more negatively impacted
in terms of cohesion, coupling complexity and size than files affected by non-blocking
bugs.
5.1 Introduction
Software systems are becoming an important part of daily life for businesses and society.
Most organizations rely on such software systems to manage their day-to-day internal
operations, and to deliver services to their customers. This ever growing demand for new
and better software products is skyrocketing the software production and maintenance cost.
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In 2000, Erlikh [38] reported that approximately 90% of the software life-cycle cost is
consumed by software maintenance activities. Two years later, a study conducted by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) found that software bugs cost $59
billions annually to the US economy [143].
Therefore, in recent years, researchers and industry have put a large amount of effort
in developing tools and prediction models to reduce the impact of software bugs (e.g.,
[31, 46, 106]). This work usually leverages data from bug reports in bug tracking systems
to build their prediction models. Other work proposed methods for detecting duplicate bug
reports [12, 129, 154], automatic assignment of bug severity/priority [76, 131], predicting
fixing time [44, 83, 115, 155] and assisting in bug triaging [3, 4, 175]. More recently, prior
work focused on specific types of issues such as reopened bugs, performance bugs and
enhancement requests [2, 135, 163, 172].
In the normal flow of the bug process, someone discovers a bug and creates the
respective bug report1, then the bug is assigned to a developer who is responsible for fixing
it and finally, once it is resolved, another developer verifies the fix and closes the bug
report. Sometimes, however, the fixing process is stalled because of the presence of a
blocking bug. Blocking bugs are software bugs that prevent other bugs from being fixed.
In this scenario, the developers cannot go further fixing their bugs, not because they do
not have the skills or resources (e.g., time) needed to do it, but because the components
they are fixing depend on other components that have unresolved bugs. These blocking
bugs considerably lengthen the overall fixing time of the software bugs and increase the
maintenance cost. In fact, we found that blocking bugs can take up 2 times longer to be
fixed compared to non-blocking bugs. For example, in one of our case studies, the median
number of days to resolve a blocking bug is 129, whereas the median for non-blocking
bugs is 69 days.
To reduce the impact of blocking bugs, in earlier work we built prediction models in
order to flag the blocking bugs early on for developers [151]. In particular, we mined the
bug repositories from six open source projects to extract 14 different factors related to the
textual information of the bug, the location the bug is found and the people who reported
the bug. Based on these factors and employing a decision tree-based technique (C4.5), we
built our prediction models. Then, we compared our proposed models with many other
machine learning techniques. In addition, we performed a Top Node analysis [54] in order
to determine which factors best identify blocking bugs.
1We use the terms “bug” or “bug report” to refer to an issue report (e.g., corrective and non-corrective
requests) stored in the bug tracking system.
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In this chapter, we extended the work on blocking bugs in a number of ways. First, to
reduce the threat to external validity, we added another 2 projects to our data set. Second,
we enhanced our prediction models by using bug report information available within 24
hours after the initial submission of the bug reports. This change has a significant impact
on the practical value of our work, since it means that our new approach can be applied
much earlier than our previously proposed approach. Third, we analyzed the fixes of
the blocking bugs to empirically examine their negative impact on the bug-fixing process.
In particular, we link the bug-fixes to their corresponding bug-reports. Then, we divide
the bug-fixes into blocking/non-blocking bug-fixes in order to compare their size. We
also compared the files related to blocking and non-blocking bugs in terms of cohesion,
coupling, complexity and lines of code. We note that our examination of the fixes is not
done to improve the predictions, nor are we suggesting that fixing information can be used
to predict blocking bugs; we study the fixes of blocking bugs to empirically validate their
impact. In particular, we would like to answer the following research questions:
RQ1 What is the impact of blocking bugs? By analyzing bug reports and bug-fix com-
mits, we find that blocking bugs take up 2 times longer and require
1.2-4.7 times more lines of code to be fixed than non-blocking bugs.
RQ2 Do files with blocking bugs have higher complexity than files with non-blocking
bugs? We find that files affected by blocking bugs are bigger (in LOC), have higher
complexity, higher coupling and less cohesion than not affected by non-blocking
bugs.
RQ3 Can we build highly accurate models to predict whether a new bug will be a
blocking bug? We use 14 different factors extracted from bug databases to build
accurate prediction models that predict whether a bug will be a blocking bug or
not. Our models achieve F-measure values between 21%-54%. Additionally, we
find that the bug description, the comments and the experience of the reporter in
identifying previous blocking bugs are the best indicators of whether or not a bug
will be blocking bug.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the approach
used in this work, including the data collection, preprocessing and a brief description of
the machine learning techniques used to predict blocking bugs. Section 5.3 presents the
findings of our case study. We discuss the implications of relaxing the data collection
process in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 highlights the threats to validity. We discuss the related
work in Section 5.6. Section 5.7 concludes the paper and discusses future work.
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5.2 Approach
In this section, we first provide a definition of blocking bugs. Second, we present details
of the data collection process. We leveraged data from three sources: bug reports, bug-
fixing commits and source-code files. Third, we discuss the bug report factors used in our
prediction models. Forth, we briefly discuss the machine learning techniques, as well as,
the evaluation criteria used to examine the performance of our prediction models.
5.2.1 Defining Blocking and Non-Blocking bugs
When a user or developer finds a bug in a software system, she/he creates the respective
report (bug report) in the bug tracking system. Typically, a bug assigned to a developer
who is responsible for fixing it. Once the bug is marked as resolved, another developer
verifies the fix and closes the bug report. There are cases in which the fixing of a bug
prevents (blocks) other bugs (in the same or related component) from being fixed. We
refer to such bugs as blocking bugs. Developers of blocked bugs will record the blocking
dependency in the “Blocks” field of the bug that is blocking them. More precisely, in this
work we consider a blocking bug as a bug report whose “Blocks” field contains at least
one reference to another bug. Similarly, we consider a non-blocking bug as a bug report
whose “Blocks” field is empty.
5.2.2 Data Collection
We used the bug report, bug-fix and file history from eight different projects listed in
Table 5.1. We chose these projects because they are mature and long-lived open sources
projects, with a large amount of bug reports. Below we explain how we get the bug report
and bug-fix data sets from the studied projects.
Bug Report Collection
We collected bug reports from the bug repository of each project. We only considered
those bug reports with status equal to verified or closed. Bug reports closed in less than
one day were also filtered out, because we want to analyze non-trivial bug reports. The
left-hand side of Table 5.2 shows a summary of our data set of bug reports. We extracted
857,581 bug reports and discarded 247,781 of them. In brief, after the preprocessing
step, we have that: (a) the total number of valid bugs was 609,800, of which 77,448 were
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blocking bugs and 532,352 were non-blocking bugs; (b) in all projects, the percentages of
blocking bugs range from 6%-21% with an overall percentage of 12% and (c) the number
of bugs blocked by blocking bugs is ⇡ 57,000 (details in RQ1).
Table 5.1: Description of the case study projects
Project Description
Chromium Web browser developed by Google and used as the development branch of
Google Chrome.
Eclipse A popular multi-language IDE written in Java, well known for its system
of plugins that allows customization of its programming environment.
FreeDesktop Umbrella project hosting sub projects such as Wayland (display protocol to
replace X11), Mesa (free implementation of the OpenGL specification), etc.
Mozilla Framework and umbrella project that hosts and develops products such as Firefox,
Thunderbird, Bugzilla, etc.
NetBeans Another popular IDE written in Java. Although it is meant for java development,
it also provides support for PHP and C/C++ development.
OpenOffice Office suite initiated by Sun Microsystem and currently developed by Apache.
Gentoo Operating system distribution built on top of either GNU/Linux or FreeBSD. At
the time of writing this chapter, Gentoo contains over 17,000 packages.
Fedora GNU/Linux distribution developed by the Fedora-Project under the sponsorship
of Red Hat.
Table 5.2: Summary of the collected bug reports
Bug-report Dataset Bug-fix Dataset
Project # Bugs # Bugs # Bugs # Blocking # Non-blocking # Commits # Commits
collected discarded studied bugs bugs collected linked to bugs
Chromium 206,125 149,057 57,068 3,468 [6.1%] 53,600 [93.9%] 223,403 78,472
Eclipse 142,923 13,122 129,801 8,022 [6.2%] 121,779 [93.8%] 422,912 115,119
FreeDesktop 5,844 552 5,292 605 [11.4%] 4,687 [88.6%] 1,002,143 10,773
Mozilla 74,982 6,156 68,826 13,994 [20.3%] 54,832 [79.7%] 214,114 22,210
NetBeans 80,473 3,069 77,404 5,101 [6.6%] 72,303 [93.4%] 210,481 13,720
OpenOffice 87,578 12,639 74,939 4,164 [5.6%] 70,775 [94.4%] 2,038 1,137
Gentoo 10,575 3,875 6,700 531 [7.9%] 6,169 [92.1%] 196,561 17,421
Fedora 249,081 59,311 189,770 41,563 [21.9%] 148,207 [78.1%] 114,048 4,493
All Projects 857,581 247,781 609,800 77,448 [12.7%] 532,352 [87.3%] 2,385,700 263,345
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Bug-fix Collection
We summarize the extracted bug-fixing commits in the right-hand side of Table 5.2. We
link the bug-reports (in the bug repositories) to their bug-fixing commits (in the code-
repositories) using an approach similar to previous studies [125,126]. First, we checked out
the code repositories of each of the projects. The projects studied in this work are comprised
of many products and components that use tens or even hundreds code-repositories (e.g.,
the Fedora website2 lists 18,000 GIT repositories). However, processing the commits from
all of these repositories would be impractical and of little benefit, since many of them have
a small number of commits. To select the most representative code-repositories, we use
the following two approaches:
• When we were able to identify the products and their code repositories, we manually
downloaded the repositories of the 20 most buggiest products. For example, the
Bugzilla repository of Eclipse lists ⇡ 230 different products, out of which we
downloaded the code-repositories of the 20 products (84 repositories) with the
highest number of bug-reports.
• On the other hand, when we were not able to match the products and the code-
repositories, we downloaded all the code-repositories, ranked them by the number
of commits and selected the 100 largest repositories. We also tried different number
of repositories (50, 100 and 150), however in most of the cases the number of links
only slightly improved (less than 1%) after 100 repositories.
In total, we downloaded more than 400 repositories. We refer the reader to our online
appendix [149] for a detailed list of the code-repositories used in this study. Once we
obtained all the commits, we extracted those commits that contain bug-related words (e.g.,
bug, fixed, failed, etc) and potential bugs identifiers (e.g., bug#700, rhbz:800, etc) in their
commit messages. To validate the collected commits, we checked that the bug-identifiers
in the commits are present in our bug report data set. In total, we extracted ⇡ 2.4 million
commits, out of which approximately 263,345 commits were successfully linked to one or
more bug-reports in our data set. Of these linked commits, 61,052 (23%) were commits
fixing blocking bugs and about 202,293 (77%) were commits fixing non-blocking bugs.
2Fedora Git Repositories: http://pkgs.fedoraproject.org/
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Code Metrics Collection
We used UNDERSTAND from Scitools3 to extract four metrics from the source-code files
in the code repositories: Lack of Cohesion, Coupling Between Objects, Cyclomatic Com-
plexity and LOC. In our analysis, we take into account Java, C, C++, Python, Javascript,
PHP, Bash and Patch source code files.
From the bug-fixing commits obtained in the previous section, we identified 402,423
buggy files. Then, we analyzed the distribution of the number of bugs per file and we
found that ⇡ 90% of the buggy files have at most 5 bugs and usually just 1 bug on median.
Therefore, in this work, we split the buggy files into two groups: (a) files affected by at least
one blocking bug (blocking files for brevity) and (b) files affected only by non-blocking
bugs (non-blocking files for brevity). Table 5.3 shows the distribution of the blocking
files and non-blocking files across all of the projects. We can see that 39% of the files are
blocking files (156,507 files), whereas 61% are non-blocking files (245,916 files).
To better understand the files affected by blocking and non-blocking bugs, we analyzed
the distribution of their programming languages. In Table 5.4, we show the percentage
of blocking files (third column) and non-blocking files (fourth column) across the top
programming languages in each of the projects. For example, in Fedora 49% of the
blocking files and 19% of the non-blocking files are written in Bash. Additionally, from
the fifth column, we can observe that about 98% of the buggy files in Fedora are Patch or
Bash files. As we will discuss in RQ2, this situation will prevent us from extracting two of
the four code metrics for Fedora.
Table 5.3: Distribution of the number of blocking and non-blocking files
Project # Blocking # Non-Blocking # Buggy
Files Files Files
Chromium 34,430 [36%] 60,282 [64%] 94,712
Eclipse 74,580 [43%] 97,375 [57%] 171,955
FreeDesktop 1,074 [22%] 3,774 [78%] 4,848
Mozilla 34,939 [78%] 9,612 [22%] 44,551
NetBeans 3,876 [19%] 16,833 [81%] 20,709
OpenOffice 1,752 [4%] 48,183 [96%] 49,935
Gentoo 4,182 [33%] 8,510 [67%] 12,692
Fedora 1,674 [55%] 1,347 [45%] 3,021
All 156,507 [39%] 245,916 [61%] 402,423
3http://www.scitools.com
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Table 5.4: Distribution of source code files across different programming languages. In
each of columns three to five, we report the percentage of files that belong to a particular
programming language.
Project Language % Blocking % Non-Blocking % Buggy
Files Files Files (%)
Chromium
C++ 86% 77% 81%
JS 6% 10% 8%
C 4% 5% 5%
Others 4% 8% 6%
Eclipse Java 99% 99% 99%Others 1% 1% 1%
FreeDesktop
C 88% 84% 84%
C++ 12% 14% 14%
Others 0% 2% 2%
Mozilla
C++ 40% 32% 39%
JS 28% 48% 31%
C 26% 13% 24%
Others 6% 7% 6%
NetBeans Java 100% 97% 98%Others 0% 3% 2%
OpenOffice
C++ 97% 81% 82%
Java 2% 17% 16%
Others 1% 2% 2%
Gentoo
Python 68% 4% 31%
C 4% 42% 26%
Bash 14% 28% 22%
Patch 7% 13% 10%
Others 7% 13% 11%
Fedora
Patch 49% 79% 60%
Bash 49% 19% 38%
Others 2% 2% 2%
5.2.3 Factors Used to Predict Blocking Bugs
Since our goal is to be able to predict blocking bugs, we extracted different factors from
the bug reports so the blocking bugs can be detected early on. In addition, we would like
to determine which factors best identify these blocking bugs. We consider 14 different
factors to help us discriminate between blocking and non-blocking bugs. To come up
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with a list of factors, we surveyed prior work. For example, Sun et al. [140] included
factors such product, component, priority, etc in their models to detect duplicate bugs.
Lamkanfi et al. [76, 77] used textual information to predict bug severities. Wang et al. and
Jalbert et al. [59, 154] used text mining to identify duplicate bug reports. Zimmermann et
al. [172] showed that the reporter’s reputation is negatively correlated with reopened bugs
in Windows Vista. Furthermore, many of our factors are inspired in the metrics used by
our prior work [135], predicting reopened bugs. We list each factor and provide a brief
description for each below:
1. Product: The product where the bug was found (e.g., Firefox OS, Bugzilla, etc).
Some products are older or more complex than others and therefore, are more likely
to have blocking bugs. For example, Firefox OS and Bugzilla are two Mozilla
products with approximately the same number of bugs (⇡ 880), however there were
more blocking bugs in Firefox OS (250 bugs) than in Mozilla (30 bugs).
2. Component: The component in which the bug was found (e.g., Core, Editor, UI,
etc). Some components are more/less critical than others and as a consequence
more/less likely to have blocking bugs than others. For example, it might be the
case that bugs in critical components prevent bugs in other components from being
fixed. Note that we were not able to have this factor for Chromium because its issue
tracking system does not support it.
3. Platform: The operating system in which the bug was found (e.g., Windows, An-
droid, GNU/Linux etc). Some platforms are more/less prone to have bugs than others.
It is more/less likely to find blocking/non-blocking bugs for specific platforms.
4. Severity: The severity describes the impact of the bug. We anticipate that bugs with
a high severity tend to block the development and debugging process. On the other
hand, bugs with a low severity are related to minor issues or enhancement requests.
5. Priority: Refers to the order in which a bug should be attended with respect to other
bugs. For example, bugs with low priority values (i.e., P1) should be prioritized
instead of bugs with high priority values (i.e., P5). It might be the case that a high/low
priority is indicative of a blocking/non-blocking bugs.
6. Number in the CC list: The number of developers in the CC list of the bug. We
think that bugs followed by a large number of developers might indicate bottlenecks
in the maintenance process and therefore are more likely to be blocking bugs.
7. Description size: The number of words in the description. It might be the case that
long/short descriptions can help to discriminate between blocking and non-blocking bugs.
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8. Description text: Textual content that summarize the bug report. We think that
some words in the description might be good indicators of blocking bugs.
9. Comment size: The number of words of all comments of a bug. Longer comments
might be indicative of bugs that get discussed heavily since they are more difficult to
fix. Therefore, they are more likely to be blocking bugs.
10. Comment text: The comments posted by the developers during the life cycle
of a bug. We think that some words in the comments might be good indicators
of blocking bugs.
11. Priority has Increased: Indicates whether the priority of a bug has increased after
the initial report. Increasing priorities of bugs might indicate increased complexity
and can make a bug more likely to be a blocking bug. Note that we were unable to
obtain this information for Chromium.
12. Reporter Name: Name of the developer that files the bug. We include this factor
to investigate whether bugs filed by a specific reporter are more/less likely to be
blocking bugs.
13. Reporter Experience: Counts the number of previous bug reports filed by the
reporter. We conjecture that more/less experienced reporters may be more/less likely
to report blocking bugs.
14. Reporter Blocking Experience: Measures the experience of the reporter in iden-
tifying blocking bugs. It counts the number of blocking bugs filed by the reporter
previous to this bug.
As we mentioned above, these 14 factors have been used in prior studies and most
of them are easy to extract through software repositories. Because our goal is to help
developers to identify blocking bugs early on, we only use bug report information available
within 24 hours after the initial submission of the bug reports. When a factor was empty,
we set its value to NA (or zero for numeric factors). That said, it is important to note that 3
of our factors (product, component and reporter’s name) are project-specific. Therefore, if
a practitioner would like to predict blocking bugs in a cross-project setting, she/he might
not able to reuse models on new projects. In that situation, the simpler approach would
be to remove the project-specific factors from the model or adapt these factors from their
specific project in order to have a more flexible model.
Finally, another important observation to note is that the description text and the
comment text factors need special treatment before being included in our prediction
models. We describe this special preprocessing in detail in the next sub-section.
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5.2.4 Textual Factor Preprocessing
The description and comments in bug reports are two rich sources of unstructured informa-
tion that require special preprocessing. These factors contain discussions about the bugs
and can also provide snapshots of the progress and status of such bugs. One way to deal
with text based factors is using a vector representation. In this kind of representation, a
new factor is created for each unique word in the data set. Similar to prior work [58, 135],
we followed this simple approach. In Figure 5.1, we show our adapted approach to convert
textual factors into numerical values. We used a Naive Bayes classifier to calculate the
Bayesian-score of these two factors. Basically this metric indicates the likelihood that a
description or comment belongs to certain kind of bug (i.e., blocking or non-blocking).
We divide the entire data set into two training sets (D0 and D1) using stratified random
sampling. This ensures that we have the same number of blocking and non-blocking
bugs in both training sets. We train a classifier (C0) with the first training set and use
it to obtain the Bayesian-scores on the second training set. We also do the same in the
opposite direction. We build a classifier (C1) using the second training set and apply it






























Figure 5.1: Converting textual factor into Bayesian-score
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on the first training set. This strategy is used in order to avoid the classifiers from being
biased toward their training sets; otherwise, it will lead to optimistic (unrealistic) values
for the Bayesian-scores.
In our classifier implementation, each training set is split into two corpora (corpus1
and corpus0). The first corpus contains the descriptions/comments of the blocking bugs.
The second corpus contains the description/comments of the non-blocking bugs. We
create a word frequency table for each corpus. The textual content is tokenized in or-
der to calculate the occurrence of each word within a corpus. Based on these two fre-
quency tables, the next step is to calculate the probabilities of all the words to be in
corpus1 (i.e., blocking bugs), because we are interested in identifying these kinds of
bugs. The probability is calculated as follow: if a word is in corpus1 and not in corpus0,
then its probability is close to 1. If a word is not in corpus1 but in corpus0, then its
probability is close to 0. On the other hand, if the word is in both corpora, then its
probability is given by p(w) = %w in corpus1%w in corpus1+%w in corpus0 .
Once the classifiers are trained, we can obtain the Bayesian-score of a text based
factor by mapping its words to their probabilities and combining them. The formula for





(1 p(wi)) . For this calculation, the fifteen most
relevant words are considered [?]. Here, “relevant” means those words with probability
close to 1 or 0.
5.2.5 Prediction Models
For each of our case study projects, we use our proposed factors to train a decision
tree model to predict whether a bug will be a blocking bug or not. We also compare
our prediction model with four other classifiers namely: Naive Bayes, kNN, Zero-R,
Logistic Regression, Random Forests and Stacked Generalization.
Decision Tree Model
We use a tree-based learning algorithm to perform our predictions. One of the benefits of
decision trees is that they provide explainable models. Such models intuitively show to
the users (i.e., developers or managers) the decisions taken during the prediction process.
The C4.5 algorithm [120] belongs to this type of data mining technique and like other
tree-based classifiers, it follows a greedy divide and conquer strategy in the training stage.
The algorithm recursively split data into subsets with rules that maximize the information
gain. The rules are of the form Xi < b if the feature is numeric or into multiple subsets
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Figure 5.2: Example of a Decision Tree
if the feature is nominal. In Figure 5.2, we provide an example of a tree generated from
the extracted factors in our data set. The sample tree indicates that a bug report will be
predicted as blocking bug if the Bayesian-score of its comment is > 0.74, there are more
than 6 developers in the CC list and the number of words in the comments is greater than
20. On the other hand, if the Bayesian-score of its comment is  0.74 and the reporter’s
experience is less than 5, then it will be predicted as a non-blocking bug.
Naive Bayes Model
We use this machine learning method for two purposes: to convert textual information
into numerical values (i.e., to obtain the probability that a description/comment belongs
to a blocking-bug), and to build a prediction model and compare its performance with
that of our decision tree model. This simple model is based on the Bayes theorem and
the assumption that the factors are randomly independent. For a given record x, the
model predicts the class k that maximizes the conditional joint distribution of the data set.
Mathematically, the model can be written as:
f(x) = argmax
k
P (C = k)
Q
i P (xi|C = k)
P (X = x)
Here, the prior-probability P (C = k) can be estimated with the percentage of training
records labeled as k (e.g., percentage of blocking or non-blocking). The conditional
probabilities P (xi|C = k) can be estimated with Nk,iNk , where the numerator is the number
of records labeled as k for which the ith-factor is equal to xi and the denominator is the
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number of records labeled as k. The probability P (X = x) can be neglected because it is
constant with respect to the classes.
K-Nearest Neighbor Model
The k-nearest neighbor model is a simple, yet powerful memory-based technique, which
has been used with relative success in previous bug prediction works [77, 155]. The idea
of the method is as follows: given an unseen record x̂ (e.g., an incoming bug report), we
calculate the distance of all records x in the training set (e.g., already-reported bugs) to
x̂, then we select the k closest instances and finally classify x̂ to the most frequent class
among these k neighbors. In this work, we considered k = 5 as the number of neighbors,
used the euclidean metric for numerical factors and the overlap metric for nominal factors.
Under the overlap metric, the distance is zero if the values of the factors are equal and one
otherwise.
Zero-R Model
Zero-R (no rule) is the simplest prediction model because it always predicts the majority
class in the training set. We use this classifier as one of our baseline models in the
comparison section.
Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is statistical binary classification model extensively used in the literature
on software bug prediction [2, 65, 172]. For a given record x = x1, x2, · · · , xp, this
prediction model estimates the probability that such a record belongs to the class k = 1
(e.g., blocking-bug) using the following equation:
P (k = 1|x) = e
 0+ 1x1+···+ pxp
1 + e 0+ 1x1+···+ pxp
where the regression coefficients  i are found during the training phase. For a detailed
description of the logistic regression model, we refer readers to [8].
Random Forests Model
Random Forests [18] is an ensemble classification approach that makes its prediction based
on the majority vote of a set of weak decision trees. This approach reduces the variance
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of the individual trees and makes the model more resilient to noise in the data set. In
general, the random forests model outperforms simple decision trees in terms of prediction
accuracy [23].
Stacked Generalization
Stacked Generalization [158] is an ensemble classification approach, which attempts to
increase the performance of individual machine learning methods by combining their
outputs (i.e., individual predictions) using another machine learning method referred to
as the meta-learner. In this work, we use C4.5, Naive Bayes and kNN algorithm as our
individual models, and Logistic regression as the meta-learner.
5.2.6 Performance Evaluation
A common metric used to measure the effectiveness of a prediction model is its accuracy
(fraction of correctly classified records). However, this metric might not be appropriate
when the data set is extremely skewed towards one of the classes [104]. If a classifier tends
to maximize the accuracy, then it can perform very well by simply ignoring the minority
class [152, 156]. Since our data set suffers from the class imbalance problem, the accuracy
is not enough and therefore we include three other performance measures: precision, recall
and f-measure. These measures are widely used to evaluate the quality of models trained
on imbalanced data.
1. Precision: The ratio of correctly classified blocking bugs over all the bugs classified
as blocking.
2. Recall: The ratio of correctly classified blocking bugs over all of the actually
blocking bugs.
3. F-measure: Measures the weighted harmonic mean of the precision and recall. It is
calculated as F-measure = 2⇤Precision⇤RecallPrecision+Recall .
4. Accuracy: The ratio between the number of correctly classified bugs (both the
blocking and the non-blocking) over the total number of bugs.
A precision value of 100% would indicate that every bug we classified as blocking
bug was actually a blocking bug. A recall value of 100% would indicate that every actual
blocking bug was classified as blocking bug.
We use stratified 10-fold cross-validation [34] to estimate the accuracy of our models.
This validation method splits the data set into 10 parts of the same size preserving the
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original distribution of the classes. At the i-th iteration (i.e., fold), it creates a testing set
with the i-th part and a training set with the remaining 9 parts. Then, it builds a decision tree
using the training set and calculate its accuracy with the testing set. We report the average
performance of the 10 folds. Since our data sets have a low number of blocking bugs, the
stratified sampling prevents us from having parts without blocking bugs. Additionally,
we use re-sampling on the training data only in order to reduce the impact of the class
imbalance problem (i.e., the fact that there are many non-blocking bugs and very few
blocking bugs) of our data sets.
5.3 Case Study
This section reports the results of our study on eight open source projects and answers
our three research questions. First, we characterized the impact of blocking bugs in terms
of their fixing time, blocking dependency and bug-fixing commits (i.e., bug-fix size).
Second, we inspected the files affected by blocking and non-blocking bugs and measure
their complexity to better understand the blocking phenomenon. Third, we built different
prediction models to detect whether a bug will be or not a blocking bug and performed Top
Node analysis to determine which of the collected factors are good indicators to identify
blocking bugs.
5.3.1 RQ1. What is the impact of blocking bugs?
Motivation Since blocking bugs delay the repair of other bugs (i.e., blocked bugs), they
are harmful for the maintenance process. For example, if blocking bugs take longer than
other ordinary bugs, then the overall fixing time of the system might increase. Similarly, the
presence of blocking bugs that block a large number of other bugs (high dependency) might
become bottlenecks for maintenance, and impact the quality of the system. Therefore, in
this RQ, we characterize the impact of blocking bugs in terms of their fixing time and their
degree of dependency.
Approach First, we calculate the fixing time for both blocking and non-blocking bugs
as the time period between the date when a bug is reported until its closing date. Then,
we performed an unpaired Wilcoxon rank-sum test (also called Mann-Whitney U test) for
the alternative hypothesis Ha : tblock > tnonblock, in order to determine whether blocking
bugs take longer to be fixed compared to non-blocking bugs. On the other hand, we
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analyze the degree of blocking dependency as the number of bugs that depend on the
same blocking bugs.
Results Fixing time. Table 5.5 reports the median fixing-time for blocking/non-blocking
bugs. For all of the projects, we observe that the fixing-time for blocking bugs is
1.1 - 1.9 times longer than for the non-blocking bugs. In addition, the results of the
Wilcoxon test confirm that there is a statistically significant difference between the block-
ing and non-blocking bugs for all of the projects (p-value < 0.001), meaning that the
fixing-time for blocking bugs is statistically significantly longer than the fixing-time for
non-blocking bugs.
Table 5.5: Median fixing time in days and the result of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for






Chromium *** 35 [1.3X] 28
Eclipse *** 129 [1.9X] 69
FreeDesktop *** 67 [1.6X] 43
Mozilla *** 75 [1.4X] 52
NetBeans *** 204 [1.4X] 149
OpenOffice *** 129 [1.1X] 113
Gentoo *** 80 [1.6X] 52
Fedora *** 119 [1.1X] 107
(***) p < 0.001
Dependency of Blocking Bugs. In our study, we found that blocking bugs represent 12%
of all bugs in our data set (77,448 bugs). In order to assess the impact of the dependency of
these blocking bugs, we extracted the list of blocked bugs contained in the “Blocks” field
of each blocking bug. In total, we identified 57,015 different bug reports that were blocked
by blocking bugs. At the time of the data collection, many of these blocked bugs were still
in progress (and therefore were not included in our data set). Hence, we cannot claim that
they account for about 9% of our data set. Table 5.6 reports the distribution of the degree
of dependency between one and six. Furthermore, we include a category “  7” for those
blocking bugs that block seven or more bugs.
At first sight, it is easy to see that approximately 89-98% of the blocking bugs for all
projects only block 1 or 2 bugs. As a consequence, blocking bugs with high dependency
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Table 5.6: Degree of Blocking Dependency
Degree Chromium Eclipse FreeDesktop Mozilla NetBeans OpenOffice Gentoo Fedora
1 74.1% 86.3% 87.4% 69.7% 89.9% 90.8% 85.7% 78.5%
2 20.1% 9.5% 10.4% 18.9% 7.8% 6.9% 9.4% 15.1%
3 3.5% 2.3% 2.0% 5.7% 1.3% 1.3% 2.8% 3.9%
4 1.4% 0.8% 0.2% 2.4% 0.5% 0.6% 1.3% 1.3%
5 0.3% 0.3% 0.0% 1.2% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 0.5%
6 0.3% 0.2% 0.0% 0.8% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.2%
  7 0.2% 0.6% 0.0% 1.3% 0.2% 0.1% 0.6% 0.5%
are uncommon. To better understand the severity of these bugs with degree of dependency
greater than or equal to 7, we performed a manual inspection, and we found inconclusive
results. For example, in the Eclipse project, many bugs with high dependency were actual
enhancements with low priority (e.g., P3 or P4) instead of real bugs. On the other hand,
in NetBeans, we found that indeed these blocking bugs were real bugs with high priority
(e.g., P1 or P2).
Discussion Although, we found that blocking bugs take longer to be fixed compared to
non-blocking bugs, the evidence is still unclear whether or not blocking bugs are more
complex to fix. Blocking bugs may be easy to fix, but take a long time to find the right
developers to solve them, or many blocking bugs are actually enhancements that while
desirable, are not a priority, so the developers postpone them in favor of more important
bugs. Therefore, we analyze the size of bug-fixes, to determine whether blocking bugs
require more effort to fix than non-blocking bugs. First, we calculate the bug-fix size as the







Chromium *** 205 [4.7X] 44
Eclipse *** 107 [3.3X] 32
FreeDesktop *** 25 [1.2X] 20
Mozilla *** 66 [2.4X] 28
NetBeans *** 52 [2.7X] 19
OpenOffice ** 77 [2.1X] 38
Gentoo *** 52 [2.6X] 20
Fedora *** 84 [1.4X] 58
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01
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number of lines modified (LM) from all the commits related to the bug. Then, we check
whether blocking bug-fixes are larger than the non-blocking bug-fixes by using a Wilcoxon
rank-sum test for the the hypothesis Ha : LMblock > LMnonblock.
In Table 5.7, we report the median bug-fix size (code-churn) of blocking and non-blocking
bugs. We can observe that for all of the projects, blocking bug-fixes are 1.2 - 4.7 times
larger than non-blocking bug-fixes. The result of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test verify that




The time to address a blocking bug is 1.1 - 1.9 times longer
than the time it takes to address a non-blocking bug. Simul-
taneously, fixing blocking bugs requires 1.2 - 4.7 times more
lines of code to be modified than fixing non-blocking bugs.
5.3.2 RQ2. Do files with blocking bugs have higher complexity than
files with non-blocking bugs?
Motivation We found that fixing blocking bugs require more effort and time (RQ1).
However, it is not clear whether files with blocking bugs (blocking files) are different from
files with non-blocking bugs (non-blocking files). In this RQ, we would like to analyze
and quantify the blocking phenomenon at file level.
Approach To answer this question, first we extract four metrics from the source-code
files in the code-repositories: size (LOC), Cyclomatic Complexity (CC), Lack of Cohesion
(LCOM) and Coupling Between Objects (CBO).
Results Lack of cohesion. Table 5.8 reports the median of LCOM for blocking/non-
blocking files. We see that blocking files have slightly higher LCOM (1.02-1.18 times
higher) than non-blocking files. We compared these two groups of files using a Wilcoxon
rank-sum test in order to determine if the difference is statistically significant. For four
projects (Chromium, Eclipse, Netbeans and OpenOffice), we find that files with blocking
bugs have statistically less cohesion than files with non-blocking bugs. For FreeDesktop
and Mozilla, we find no evidence that blocking files have higher LCOM than non-blocking
files. Although these projects have a relative large number of buggy files, the UNDERSTAND
tool was able to extract the LCOM metric from only a small fraction of the buggy files. For
both FreeDesktop and Mozilla, we obtained the LCOM metric from 7% and 25% of the
buggy files respectively. In contrast, we obtained the LCOM metric from about 44%-93%
of buggy files for the other projects. This is not surprising since, most of the buggy files in
FreeDesktop and Mozilla are written in C and Javascript. From Table 5.4, we can see that
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for FreeDesktop, about 84% of the buggy files are written in C, whereas for Mozilla about
55% of the buggy files are written in C and Javascript.






Chromium *** 67% [1.10X] 61%
Eclipse *** 58% [1.16X] 50%
FreeDesktop 71% [0.86X] 83%
Mozilla 87% [1.02X] 85%
NetBeans *** 79% [1.03X] 77%
OpenOffice *** 71% [1.18X] 60%
Gentoo – –
Fedora – –
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
Coupling between objects. In Table 5.9, we show the median of CBO for blocking/non-
blocking files. For four projects (Chromium, Eclipse, Netbeans and OpenOffice), we find
that blocking files are coupled to other classes 1.15-1.43 times more than non-blocking
files. The result of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test shows that, there is a statistically significant
difference in terms of CBO between blocking and non-blocking files. Similar to the
previous metric, we find no evidence that blocking files have higher CBO than non-
blocking files for FreeDesktop and Mozilla.
Cyclomatic Complexity. Prior work showed that OO metrics such as LCOM and CBO
are significantly associated with bugs [8, 27, 50, 139]. These OO metrics are useful
for architectural and design evaluation [29]. However, first, they cannot be extracted
from non-object oriented languages (e.g., C, Bash). Second, they might not be easily
computed by practitioners. In such cases, other code metrics that assess the quality of the
software systems should be considered (e.g., CC and LOC). In Table 5.10 we compare
the median CC between blocking and non-blocking files. For the first six projects, we
find that blocking files have ⇡ 1.2-7.6 times more execution paths than non-blocking
files. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test confirms that the difference is significant. For Gentoo,
there is no evidence that CCblock > CCnonblock. However, this does not necessarily
mean that blocking/nonblocking files have the same complexity. After performing the
opposite hypothesis (CCblock < CCnonblock), we find that blocking files have statistically
less complexity than non-blocking files. After a manual inspection, we find that blocking
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and non-blocking files in Gentoo are quite different in terms of functionality provided
and programming language distribution. Approximately 68% of the blocking files comes
from Portage (Gentoo’s package management system), which is mostly written in Python,
whereas 40% of the non-blocking files comes from Quagga (routing suite) and X-Server
(window system server) which are mostly written in C. For Fedora, we did not have enough
data to extract the CC metric. Approximately 98% of the files in Fedora are Patch/Bash
files and our metric extraction tool does not support these kind of files.






Chromium *** 10 [1.43X] 7
Eclipse *** 11 [1.22X] 9
FreeDesktop 12 [1.26X] 9.5
Mozilla 8 [1.14X] 7
NetBeans *** 23 [1.15X] 20
OpenOffice *** 11 [1.38X] 8
Gentoo – –
Fedora – –
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05






Chromium *** 9 [1.8X] 5
Eclipse *** 12 [1.5X] 8
FreeDesktop *** 58 [1.6X] 37
Mozilla *** 11 [1.2X] 9
NetBeans *** 32 [1.3X] 24
OpenOffice *** 53 [7.6X] 7
Gentoo 18 [0.5X] 36.5
Fedora – –
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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Lines of Code. Although CC is a good measure of structural complexity of a program, it
cannot be easily calculated for Bash/Patch files. On the other hand, LOC can be calculated
easier than CC for any kind of source code file. Table 5.11 presents the median LOC of
blocking and non-blocking files. Similar to our previous findings, we observe that for most
of the projects (the first six projects and Fedora), blocking files have statistically more lines
of code (1.3X-12.2X) than non-blocking files. The only exception was Gentoo, for which
we find that blocking files are smaller than non-blocking files.






Chromium *** 142 [1.6X] 89
Eclipse *** 122 [1.4X] 88
FreeDesktop *** 588 [1.4X] 409
Mozilla *** 174 [1.4X] 127
NetBeans *** 284 [1.3X] 223
OpenOffice *** 513 [3.7X] 140
Gentoo 121 [0.9X] 130
Fedora *** 755 [12.2X] 62
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
Discussion Our findings so far indicate that there is a negative impact on the quality of the
files affected by blocking bugs. Therefore, practitioners should plan to allocate more QA
effort when fixing blocking files. In order to help with the resource allocation, we would
like to provide practitioners with a subset of files that are most susceptible to blocking bugs.
More precisely, we would like to investigate whether we can build accurate models (trained
on file metrics) to predict which buggy files will contain blocking bugs in the future. First,
we extract two process metrics (Num. lines modified and Num. commits) and four code
metrics (LOC, Cyclomatic, Coupling and Cohesion) for both blocking and non-blocking
files analyzed in this RQ. Then, we train decision tree models using such file-metrics and
evaluate their performance using the precision, recall and F-measure metrics. For Gentoo
and Fedora, we do not consider Cyclomatic, Coupling and Cohesion metrics, since most
of the files in these projects are Patch/Bash files.
In Table 5.12, we report the models’ performance for each of the projects. The results
indicate that our blocking files prediction models can achieve moderate and high F-measure
values ranging from 45.3% to 86.3%, while at the same time achieving high accuracy
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Table 5.12: Performance of blocking files prediction models
Project Precision Recall F-measure Acc.
Chromium 71.0% 62.1% 66.1% 65.7%
Eclipse 57.9% 61.7% 59.6% 64.9%
FreeDesktop 35.7% 70.0% 45.3% 71.6%
Mozilla 95.5% 78.8% 86.3% 77.4%
NetBeans 39.7% 66.8% 49.8% 71.5%
OpenOffice 48.6% 96.4% 64.5% 96.7%
Gentoo 76.5% 73.3% 74.8% 78.2%
Fedora 84.0% 70.5% 76.0% 71.0%
values ranging from 64.9% to 96.7%. It is important to emphasize that our models are not
general models that aim to predict buggy files, but specialized models to predict whether
a buggy file will be a blocking file. Therefore, our proposed models should be used in
conjunction with traditional bug prediction/localization models to first identify buggy




Files affected by blocking bugs have
1.02-1.18 times less cohesion,
1.15-1.43 times higher coupling,
1.2-7.6 times higher complexity and
1.3-12.2 times more lines of code
than files affected by non-blocking bugs.
5.3.3 RQ3. Can we build highly accurate models to predict whether
a new bug will be a blocking bug?
Motivation We observed that blocking bugs not only take much longer and require more
lines of code to be fixed than non-blocking bugs, but also they negatively impact the
affected files in terms of cohesion, coupling, complexity and size. Because of these severe
consequences, it is important to identify blocking bugs in order to reduce their impact.
Therefore, in this RQ, we want to build prediction models that can help developers to
flag blocking bugs early on, so they can shorten the overall fixing time. Additionally, we
want to know if we can accurately predict these blocking bugs using the factors that we
proposed in Section 5.2.3.
Approach We use decision trees based on the C4.5 algorithm as our prediction model,
because it is an explainable model that can easily be understood by practitioners. We use
stratified 10-fold cross-validation to estimate the accuracy of our models. To evaluate
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their performance, we use the precision, recall and F-measure metrics. The reported
performances of the models are the average of the 10 folds. Baseline: In order to have a
point of reference for our performance evaluation, we use a random classifier that has a
50/50 chance of predicting two outcomes (e.g., blocking and non-blocking bugs). Prior
studies have also used this theoretical model as their baseline [33, 64, 88, 125]. Given a
50/50 random classifier, if an infinite number of random predictions are performed, then
the precision will be to the percentage of blocking bugs in the data set, and the recall will be
to 50%. Additionally, we further compare them to six other machine learning techniques.
Results In Table 5.13, we present the performance results of our prediction models. Our
models present precision values ranging from 13.7% to 45.8%. Comparing these results
with those of the baseline models (6.1%-21.9%), our models provide a approximately
two-fold improvement over the baseline models in terms of precision.
In terms of recall, our models present better results for six projects with values ranging
from 52.9% to 66.7%. For the other projects (Eclipse and Gentoo), the recalls were bellow
the baseline recall (50%) with values of ⇡ 47%-49%. Although, we achieved low recall
values for some of our projects, what really matters for comparing the performance of the
two models is the F-measure, which is a trade-off between precision and recall.
Our results show that the F-measure values of our prediction models represent an im-
provement over those of the baseline models for all of the projects. Our F-measure values
range from 21.2% to 54.3%, whereas the F-measure values of the baseline models range
from 10.8% to 30.5%. The improvement ratio of our F-measure values vary from ⇡
1.5 to 2.3 folds.
Table 5.13: Performance of the decision tree models
Decision Tree model Baseline model
Project Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure
(X)
Chromium 15.7% 59.5% 24.8% [2.3X] 6.1% 50% 10.8%
Eclipse 14.0% 49.5% 21.9% [2.0X] 6.2% 50% 11.0%
FreeDesktop 24.8% 60.3% 35.2% [1.9X] 11.4% 50% 18.6%
Mozilla 36.1% 63.4% 46.0% [1.6X] 20.3% 50% 29.0%
NetBeans 15.7% 52.9% 24.2% [2.1X] 6.6% 50% 11.6%
OpenOffice 14.7% 54.2% 23.1% [2.3X] 5.6% 50% 10.0%
Gentoo 13.7% 47.7% 21.2% [1.5X] 7.9% 50% 13.7%
Fedora 45.8% 66.7% 54.3% [1.8X] 21.9% 50% 30.5%
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The above results give an idea of the effectiveness of our models with respect to a random
classifier. However, there are other popular machine learning techniques besides decision
trees that can be used to predict blocking bugs. In Table 5.14, we compare the performance
of our model to six other machine learning techniques namely: Zero-R, Naive Bayes, kNN,
Logistic Regression, Stacked Generalization and Random Forests. The Zero-R model
presents the highest accuracy across most of the projects (except for Fedora).
The above results give an idea of the effectiveness of our models with respect to a random
classifier. However, there are other popular machine learning techniques besides decision
trees that can be used to predict blocking bugs. In Table 5.14, we compare the performance
of our model to six other machine learning techniques namely: Zero-R, Naive Bayes,
kNN, Logistic Regression, Stacked Generalization and Random Forests. The Zero-R
model presents the highest accuracy across most of the projects (except for Fedora). This
happens because the Zero-R always predicts the majority class (e.g., non-blocking bugs),
which in our case account for approximately 87% of the bugs in most of the projects.
Clearly, it is useless to have a highly accurate model that cannot detect blocking bugs.
Therefore, we use the F-measure metric to perform the comparisons. The Naive Bayes
model is only slightly better for Chromium, Mozilla and Gentoo with F-measure values
ranging from 22.1% to 46.6%. In the other five projects, Naive Bayes performs worse
than our model (specially for OpenOffice). The kNN model is slightly worse for all of the
projects. For example, in Mozilla, kNN achieves a F-measure of 43%, whereas our model
achieves a F-measure of 46%. The Logistic Regression model performs slightly worse
for FreeDesktop, OpenOffice and Fedora, whereas in the other projects, it performs better
than our model. For example, in Mozilla, Logistic Regression and Decision Trees achieve
F-measures of 49% and 46% respectively. Random Forests and Stacked Generalization
models perform better in all of the projects. In particular, Random Forests significantly
outperforms our models with an improvement of 7%-9% for four projects (Chromium,
Eclipse, NetBeans and OpenOffice). For example, for the Chromium project, we observe
that the F-measure improves from 24.8% to 31.7%. However, these two ensemble models
do not provide easily explainable models. Practitioners often prefer easy-to-understand
models such as decision trees because they can explain why the predictions are the way
they are. What we observe is that the decision trees are close to the Random Forests (or
Stacked Generalization) in terms of F-measure in many projects, however if one is more
concerned about accuracy to detect blocking bugs, the Random Forests would be the best
prediction model. If one wants accurate models that are easily explainable, then they would
need to sacrifice a bit of accuracy and use the decision tree model.
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Table 5.14: Predictions different algorithms
Project Classif. Precision Recall F-measure Acc.
Chromium
Zero-R NA 0.0% 0.0% 93.9%
Naive Bayes 19.6% 51.3% 28.4% 84.3%
kNN 13.2% 64.8% 21.9% 71.9%
Logistic Regression 17.2% 61.2% 26.8% 79.7%
Stacked Gen. 24.2% 41.5% 30.5% 88.5%
Rand. Forest 27.1% 38.3% 31.7% 90.0%
Decision Tree 15.7% 59.5% 24.8% 78.1%
Eclipse
Zero-R NA 0.0% 0.0% 93.8%
Naive Bayes 13.2% 60.2% 21.6% 73.0%
kNN 11.4% 60.2% 19.2% 68.8%
Logistic Regression 12.5% 67.3% 21.1% 68.9%
Stacked Gen. 20.6% 30.9% 24.7% 88.4%
Rand. Forest 27.7% 30.6% 29.1% 90.8%
Decision Tree 14.0% 49.5% 21.9% 78.1%
FreeDesktop
Zero-R NA 0.0% 0.0% 88.6%
Naive Bayes 24.4% 59.5% 34.4% 73.9%
kNN 20.4% 65.6% 31.1% 66.7%
Logistic Regression 24.4% 65.5% 35.6% 72.9%
Stacked Gen. 28.2% 49.1% 35.8% 79.8%
Rand. Forest 31.9% 46.1% 37.6% 82.4%
Decision Tree 24.8% 60.3% 35.2% 74.5%
Mozilla
Zero-R NA 0.0% 0.0% 79.7%
Naive Bayes 35.0% 69.7% 46.6% 67.5%
kNN 32.5% 63.4% 43.0% 65.7%
Logistic Regression 38.1% 68.1% 49.0% 71.1%
Stacked Gen. 39.1% 56.0% 46.0% 73.3%
Rand. Forest 44.7% 53.2% 48.6% 77.1%
Decision Tree 36.1% 63.4% 46.0% 69.7%
NetBeans
Zero-R NA 0.0% 0.0% 93.4%
Naive Bayes 14.4% 61.3% 23.3% 73.3%
kNN 13.0% 62.9% 21.5% 69.8%
Logistic Regression 15.2% 63.5% 24.6% 74.3%
Stacked Gen. 24.0% 37.1% 29.1% 88.1%
Rand. Forest 30.5% 36.5% 33.2% 90.3%
Decision Tree 15.7% 52.9% 24.2% 78.2%
OpenOffice
Zero-R NA 0.0% 0.0% 94.4%
Naive Bayes 6.4% 93.7% 12.0% 23.6%
kNN 11.7% 59.8% 19.6% 72.8%
Logistic Regression 13.8% 67.1% 22.9% 74.9%
Stacked Gen. 23.6% 36.3% 28.6% 89.9%
Rand. Forest 30.7% 36.8% 33.5% 91.9%
Decision Tree 14.7% 54.2% 23.1% 80.0%
Gentoo
Zero-R NA 0.0% 0.0% 92.1%
Naive Bayes 15.9% 36.5% 22.1% 79.6%
kNN 10.6% 55.9% 17.8% 59.0%
Logistic Regression 17.1% 43.9% 24.6% 78.6%
Stacked Gen. 15.4% 35.4% 21.5% 79.5%
Rand. Forest 20.9% 29.9% 24.3% 85.1%
Decision Tree 13.6% 47.7% 21.2% 72.0%
Fedora
Zero-R NA 0.0% 0.0% 78.1%
Naive Bayes 48.0% 59.7% 53.2% 77.0%
kNN 38.5% 67.1% 48.9% 69.3%
Logistic Regression 43.6% 70.2% 53.8% 73.6%
Stacked Gen. 47.2% 62.6% 53.8% 76.5%
Rand. Forest 53.5% 59.8% 56.5% 79.8%
Decision Tree 45.8% 66.7% 54.3% 75.4%
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Discussion Besides warning about blocking bugs, we would like to advise developers to be
careful of factors (in the bug reports) that potentially indicate the presence of blocking bugs.
Therefore, we investigate which factor or group of factors have a significant impact on
the determination of blocking bugs. We perform Top Node analysis in order to determine
which factors are the best indicators of whether a bug will be a blocking bug or not. In the
Top Node analysis, we examine the decision trees created by the 10-fold cross validation
and we count the occurrences of the factors at each level of the trees. The most relevant
factors are always close to the root node (level 0, 1 and 2). As we traverse down the tree,
the factors become less relevant. For example, in Figure 5.2, the comment is the most
relevant factor because it is the root of the tree (level 0). The next two most relevant
factors are num-CC and reporter’s experience (both in level 1) and so on. In the Top Node
analysis, the combination of the level in which a factor is found along with its occurrences
determines the importance of such as factor. If, for example, the product factor appears
as the root in seven of the ten trees and the platform factor appears as the root in the
remaining, we would report product as the first most important factor and platform as the
second most important factor.
Table 5.15 reports the Top Node analysis results for our eight projects. The description
and the comments included in the bugs are the most important factors. For example, the
description text is the most important factor in Chromium, FreeDesktop, NetBeans and
Gentoo; and the second most important factor in Eclipse, Mozilla, OpenOffice and Fedora.
Likewise, the comment text is the most important factor in Mozilla, OpenOffice and
Fedora; and the third most important in NetBeans. Words such as “dtrace”, “pthreads”,
“scheduling”, “glitches” and “underestimate” are associated with blocking bugs by the
Naive Bayes Classifier. On the other hand, words such as “duplicate”, “harmless”,
“evolution”, “enhancement” and “upgrading” are associated with non-blocking bugs.
The experience of reporting previous blocking bugs (Rep. Blocking experience) is the most
important factor for Eclipse, and the second most important for Chromium and NetBeans.
It also appears consistently in the second and third levels of all the projects.
Other factors such as priority, component, number of developers in the CC list, reporter’s
name, reporter’s experience, and description-size are only present in the second and third
levels of two or less projects. This means that among the factors reported in Table 5.15,
such factors are the less important.
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Table 5.15: Top Node analysis results
Level Chromium Eclipse
# Attribute # Attribute
0 10 Description text 8 Rep. Blocking experience
2 Description text
1 16 Rep. Blocking experience 15 Description text
4 Comment size 4 Rep. Blocking experience
1 Comment text
2 22 Reporter 22 Component
9 Comment size 10 Reporter
8 Rep. Blocking experience 8 Description text
1 Description text
Level FreeDesktop Mozilla
# Attribute # Attribute
0 10 Description text 8 Comment text
2 Description text
1 17 Reporter 18 Description text
2 Rep. Blocking experience 2 Comment text
1 Description text
2 63 Rep. Blocking experience 14 Rep. Blocking experience
36 Rep. experience 10 Component
22 Comment size 9 Reporter
18 Priority 1 Priority
Level NetBeans OpenOffice
# Attribute # Attribute
0 10 Description text 7 Comment text
3 Description text
1 1 Rep. Blocking experience 10 Description text
19 Comment text 8 Rep. Blocking experience
2 Num. CC
2 25 Component 11 Rep. Blocking experience
8 Description text 8 Rep. experience
3 Reporter 8 Num. CC
2 Rep. Blocking experience 4 Reporter
Level Gentoo Fedora
# Attribute # Attribute
0 10 Description text 6 Comment text
4 Description text
1 10 Reporter 15 Rep. Blocking experience
3 Description text
2 Comment text
2 41 Rep. Blocking experience 15 Component
37 Rep. experience 8 Rep. Blocking experience
18 Description size 7 Reporter
17 Comment text 5 Num. CC





We can build prediction models that can achieve F-measure
values ranging from 21% to 54% when detecting blocking bugs.
In addition, we find that the description and comment text are
the most important factors in determining blocking bugs for the
majority of the projects, followed by the Rep. Blocking experience.
5.4 Relaxing the Data Collection Process
5.4.1 Prediction models using data available 24 hours after the bug
report submission
So far, we trained our prediction models with bug report information collected within
the 24 hours after the initial submission. One limitation of this approach is that a large
number of bug reports do not have any information recorded for some of the factors.
For example, we found that around 92%-98% of the bug reports have empty values for
severity, priority, priority has increased, platform and product. Therefore, it is worth
investigating whether relaxing the data collection period could improve the performance
of our prediction models. In order to extract information for the factors, 24 hours after
the submission, we first obtained the closing-dates and blocking-dates of the bug-reports.
Closing-date refers to the latest date in which a bug was closed. To obtain this information,
we inspect the history of the bugs looking for the date of the last appearance of the tag
“status” with a value equal to “closed”. Blocking-date refers to the earliest date in which a
bug was marked as blocking bug. To calculate this information, we look for the date of the
first appearance of the tag “Blocks” in the history of the bugs.
For the non-blocking bugs, we extracted the last values of the factors prior to their
closing-dates. On the other hand, for the blocking bugs, we extracted the last values of the
factors prior to their blocking-dates. The rationale for this approach is that, although the
data after the blocking-date is useful information about the fixing process in general, it is
not useful to identify a blocking bug because we already know that the bug is a blocking
bug (i.e., by then no prediction is needed). Since our aim is to identify potential blocking
bugs early on, then we can only rely on data before the blocking phenomenon happens.
That way we can shorten the overall fixing-time. Then, with this data set, we build and
evaluate new decision trees, as we did before.
In Table 5.16, we present the performance of prediction models trained on data collected
24 hours after the submission. From Table 5.16, it can be seen that the F-measures range
from 14.1% to 39.2%. These values are lower that the F-measures of our original models
(21.2% to 54.3%) presented in Table 5.13. This suggests that collecting data before the
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blocking-date and closing-date is not worth the effort. One possible explanation for the
performance degradation of the prediction models is that relaxing the data collection
process introduces noise into the data set.
Table 5.16: Performance of the decision tree models using data collected 24 hours after
the initial submission
Project Precision Recall F-measure
Chromium 9.1% 49.9% 15.3%
Eclipse 9.2% 47.0% 15.4%
FreeDesktop 20.4% 73.6% 31.9%
Mozilla 29.0% 76.7% 42.1%
NetBeans 12.8% 59.3% 21.1%
OpenOffice 15.9% 65.9% 25.6%
Gentoo 8.6% 39.0% 14.1%
Fedora 27.6% 67.2% 39.2%
5.4.2 Dealing with the Reporter’s name factor
While building our prediction models, we faced computational issues caused by the
reporter’s name factor. In our data set, we found approximately 100,000 different reporters.
We summarize the number of unique reporters for all of the projects in Table 5.17. Having a
nominal factor with such high number of levels is computational expensive and impractical.
For example, a logistic model trained on the Chromium data would create 16,209 dummy
variable to account for the different levels of the nominal factor reporter’s name. To
overcome this issue and because we are interested in the impact of non-sporadic developers,
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we reduced the number of levels by considering the top K reporters (of each project) with
the highest number of reported bugs. The remaining reporters were grouped into a level
named “others”. In our work, we considered a value of K = 200 (i.e., the top 200 reporters)
for the prediction models in RQ3.
Instead of performing a sensitivity analysis to determine whether other values of K
(e.g., 50, 100, 300, etc.) have a potential effect on the models’ performance, we followed
a slightly different approach. First, we removed the reporter’s name from the data set,
and then re-built the prediction models. In Table 5.18, we report the performance of the
prediction models without the reporter factor. Our experiments show that these models
achieved F-measures of 19.7% to 53.2%, which are similar to the performance of models
considering the reporter’s name built in RQ3 (F-measures of 21.2% to 54.3%). These
findings suggest that the reporter’s name does not play a significant role in predicting
blocking bugs.
Table 5.18: Comparison between Decision Tree models without and with reporter’s name
Decision Tree model Decision Tree model










5.5 Threats to Validity
Internal Validity We used standard statistical libraries and methods to perform our pre-
dictions and statistical analysis (e.g., Weka and R programming). We also rely on a
commercial tool (Scitools UNDERSTAND) to extract the code metrics. Although these
tools are not perfect, they have been used by other researchers in the past for bug predic-
tion [10, 14, 70] .
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Construct Validity The main threat here is the quality of the ground truth for blocking
bugs. We used the information in the “Blocks” field of the bug reports to determine
blocking and non-blocking bugs. In some cases, developers could have mistakenly filled
that field. We inspected a subset of the blocking bugs in each of our projects and we found
no evidence of such a mistake.
For the nominal factor: reporter name, we considered the top K = 200 reporters and
grouped the remaining reporters into one level. This approach significantly reduced the
number of different levels for that factor. Although using a different number K for the top
reporters may change our results, we found that reporter name does not play a significant
role in the prediction models. In addition, we used the number of previous reported bugs
as the experience of a reporter. In some cases, using the number of previous reported bugs
may not be indicative of actual developer experience, however similar measures were used
in prior studies [135].
Our data set suffers from the class imbalance problem. In most of the projects, the
percentage of blocking bugs account for less than 12% of the total data. This causes the
classifier not to learn to identify the blocking bugs very well. To mitigate this problem,
we use re-sampling of our training data and stratified cross-validation. To calculate the
Bayesian-scores, we filtered out all the words with less than five occurrences in the corpora.
Increasing this threshold will produce different scores, however, it will introduce more
noise. Furthermore, the Bayesian-score of a description/comment is based on the combined
probability of the fifteen most important words of the description/comment. Changing this
number may impact our finding.
Our work did not considered bugs with status other than resolved or closed, because we
wanted to investigate only well identified blocking and non-blocking bugs. However,
unlike non-blocking bugs, the blocking bugs may not be restricted to verified or closed
bugs. In most of the cases, bugs marked as blocking bugs remain that way until their
closed-date. In the future, we plan to include these blocking bugs in order to improve the
accuracy of our model.
Many of the projects do not follow any formal guidelines to label bug reports in the
commits. To extract the links between bug reports and commits, we tried to match the
bug-IDs in the messages of the commits with different regular expressions that may not
consider all possible patterns. Therefore, our data set might not be complete and/or contain
false positive bug-fixes. To reduce the impact of this threat, we manually inspected a
subset of the linked commits and their respective bug reports generated by each regular
expression. Additionally, we might miss actual bug-fixes in which the developer did not
include the related bug-report. Although more sophisticated methods (Wu et al. [159] and
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Nguyen et al. [112]) can improve the identification of bug-fixes, our approach was able
to extract a large number of bug-fixes (263,345) which is a rich data set suitable for the
purpose of this study.
External Validity In this work, we studied 609,800 bug reports and 263,345 bug-fixing
commits from eight open source projects, therefore our findings may not generalize well
to commercial software projects. In fact, although we examined large open source projects
that cover a wide range of products and domains, there are other projects that use different
software processes, bug tracking systems, etc and therefore our results may not generalize
to all of them.
5.6 Related Work
Re-opened bug prediction: Similar to our work, however focusing on different types
of bugs, prior work by Shihab et al. [135] studied re-opened bugs on three open-source
projects and proposed prediction models based on decision trees in order to detect such type
of bugs. In their work, they used 22 different factors from 4 dimensions to train their models.
Xia et al. in [160] compared the performance of different machine learning methods to
predict re-opened bugs. They found that Bagging and Decision Table algorithms presents
better results than decision trees when predicting re-opened bugs. Zimmermann et al. [172]
also investigated and characterized re-opened bugs in Windows. They performed a survey
to identify possible causes of reopened bugs and built statistical models to determine the
impact of various factors. The extracted factors in our data sets are similar to those used in
the previous works (specially in [135, 160]). Additionally, we also use decision trees as
our prediction models. However our work differs in that we are not interested in predicting
reopened bugs, but instead in predicting blocking bugs.
Fix-time prediction: A prediction model for estimating the bug’s fixing effort based on
previous bugs with similar textual information has been proposed by Weiss et al. [155].
Given a new bug report, they use kNN along with text similarity techniques for finding
the bugs with closely related descriptions. The average effort of these bugs are used to
estimate the fixing effort of the given bug report. Panjer et al. in [115] used decision trees
and other machine learning methods to predict the lifetime of Eclipse bugs. Since the
classifiers do not deal with a continuous response variable, they discretized the lifetime
into seven categories. Their models considered only primitive factors taken directly from
the bug database (e.g., fixer, severity, component, number of comments, etc.) and achieved
accuracies of 31-34%. Marks et al. [83] used Random Forest to predict bug’s fixing
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time. Using the bugs from Eclipse and Mozilla, they examined the fixing time along 3
dimensions: location, reporter and description. Following an approach similar to Panjer,
Marks et al. discretized the fixing time into 3 categories (within 1 month, within 1 year,
more than a year). For both projects their method was able to yield an accuracy of about
65%. In our work, we also used decision trees as prediction models, but instead of
predicting the bug’s lifetime, we try to predict blocking bugs. Bhattacharya et al. [13]
performed multivariate regression testing to determine the relationship strength between
various bug report factors and the fixing time. They found that the dependency among
software bugs (i.e., blocking dependency) is an important factor that contributes to predict
the fixing time. Our work is not directly related to bug-fixing time prediction, but the
results in [13] motivate the study and characterization of blocking bugs.
Severity/Priority prediction: Other works focused on the prediction of specific bug report
fields [76, 77, 97, 131]. Lamkanfi et al. [76] trained Naive Bayes classifiers with textual
information from bug reports on Eclipse and Mozilla to determine the severity of such bugs.
In another paper [77], the authors compared the performance of four machine learning
algorithms (Naive Bayes, Naive Bayes Multinomial, kNN and SVM) for predicting the
bug severity and found that Naive Bayes Multinomial is the fastest and most accurate.
Menzies et al. [97] used a rule-based algorithm for predicting the severity of bug reports
using their textual descriptions. They evaluated their method using data from a NASA’s
bug tracking system. Sharma et al. [131] evaluated different classifiers for predicting the
priority of bugs in OpenOffice and Eclipse. Their prediction models achieved accuracies
above 70%. Our work differs from the previous studies in that we used that information
to predict blocking bug rather than the severity/priority. In fact, we used the severity and
priority of the bug reports in our factors.
Bug triaging and Duplicate bug detection: Other studies use textual information from
bug reports such as summary, description and execution trace for semi-automatic triage
process [3, 4, 30, 128] and bug duplicate detection [12, 59, 129, 140, 154]. The key idea in
the majority of these works is to apply natural language processing (NLP) and information
retrieval techniques in order to find a set of bug reports that are similar to a target bug (new
bug). Based on this suggested list of similar bugs, the triager can, for example, recommend
the appropriate developer to incoming bugs or filter out those already-reported bugs.
Similar to these works, we included textual-based factors (comments and description) in
our prediction models with the difference that instead of using a vector space representation,
we converted them into numerical factors following the same approach used by [135], [58].
Bug localization: Prior studies have proposed method to localize buggy files of a given
new bug report [67, 111, 166]. Nguyen et al. [111] proposed BugScout, a new topic model
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based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation that can assist practitioners in automatically locating
buggy files associated to a bug report. They exploited the technical aspects shared by the
textual content of files between code and bug reports in order to correlate buggy files and
bugs. Zhou et al. [166] proposed BugLocator, a method based on a revised Vector Space
Model for locating source code files relevant to a initial bug report. To rank potential
buggy files, the method uses (a) text similarity between a new bug report and the source
code files, (b) historical data of prior fixed reports and (c) source code size. Kim et al. [67]
proposed a two-phase machine learning model to suggests the files that are likely to be
fixed in response to a given bug report. In the first phase, their model assesses whether
the bug report has sufficient information. In the second phase, the model proceeds to
predict files to be fixed only if it believes that the bug report is predictable. To train the
model, the authors considered only basic metadata and initial comments posted within 24
from the bug submission. Our work differs from these previous studies in that their goal
is to recommend relevant files related to a given bug report, whereas our main goal is to
predict whether a given bug report will be a blocking bug or not. That said, since these
bug localization techniques use textual information to do their recommendations, they can
easily be used in conjunction with our prediction models to identify potential buggy files
with blocking bugs (as we pointed out at the end of RQ2).
5.7 Conclusion and Future Work
Blocking bugs increase the maintenance cost, cause delays in the release of software
projects, and may result in a loss of market share. Our empirical study shows that blocking
bugs take up 2 times longer and require 1.2-4.7 times more lines of code to be fixed than
non-blocking bugs. On further analysis, we found that files affected by blocking bugs are
more negatively impacted in terms of cohesion, coupling complexity and size than files
affected by non-blocking bugs. For example, we find that files with blocking bugs are
1.3-12.2 times bigger (in LOC) than files with non-blocking bugs. Based on our findings,
we suggest that practitioners should allocate more QA effort when fixing blocking bugs
and files related to them.
Since these bugs have such severe consequences, it is important to identify them early
on in order to reduce their impact. In this chapter, we build prediction models based on
decision trees to predict whether a bug will be a blocking bug or not. As our data set, we
used 14 factors extracted from the bug repositories of eight large open source projects. The
results of our investigation shows that our models achieve 13%-45% precision, 47%-66%
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recall and 21%-54% F-measure when predicting blocking bugs. On the other hand, our
Top Node analysis shows that the most important factors to determine blocking bugs
are the description, comments and the reporter’s blocking experience. In the future, we
plan to model the blocking dependency of the bug reports as a graph structure and study
it using network analysis. Particularly, we are interested in deriving network measures
to incorporate them in our prediction models and examine whether they improve the
prediction performance (Zimmermann et al. followed a similar approach in [170]). We
also plan to extend this work by performing feature selection on our factors. Employing
feature selection may improve the performance of our models since it removes redundant
factors. Furthermore, we plan to perform qualitative analyses at factor and file level to
better understand (a) the influence of certain factors and (b) the characteristics of buggy
files affected by blocking bugs.
Chapter 6
False Negative Files in Bug Prediction
Over the years, a plethora of works has proposed more and more sophisticated machine
learning techniques to improve bug prediction models. However, past studies using product
metrics from closed-source projects, found a ceiling effect in the performance of bug
prediction models. On the other hand, other studies have shown that process metrics are
significantly better than product metrics for bug prediction. In our case study therefore we
build models that include both product and process metrics taken together. We find that
the ceiling effect found in prior studies exists even when we consider process metrics. We
then qualitatively investigate the bug reports, source code files, and commit information
for the bugs in the files that are false-negative in our bug prediction models trained using
product and process metrics. Surprisingly, our qualitative analysis shows that bugs related
to false-negative files and true-positive files are similar in terms of root causes, impact and
affected components, and consequently such similarities might be exploited to enhance
bug prediction models.
6.1 Introduction
In modern society, software has become ubiquitous in most aspects of our working and
social life. We use software systems in applications ranging from entertainment (e.g.,
games, multimedia), to finance (e.g., e-commerce, internet-banking) as well as mission
critical systems (e.g., aircraft navigation). Simultaneously, the ever growing demand for
high quality and new features in shortened intervals is skyrocketing the software production
and maintenance cost [38].
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In order to cope with this pressure, the researchers and practitioners have put a large
amount of effort in developing bug prediction techniques that predict the location of
bug-prone software entities (e.g., subsystems, files, function, etc) in the next release of a
software system [14,29,57,82,114,119]. Such models can be used to guide practitioners to
produce dependable software systems with fewer bugs, on schedule and within the budget.
For the past decade, there has been a plethora of publications on this subject. For
example, in 2009, Catal and Diri [24] identified 74 studies related to bug prediction.
Later, a systematic literature review of bug prediction performance by Hall et al. [51]
identified 208 studies between 2000 and 2010. As a research community, we have explored
a large number of approaches in order to improve the performance of bug prediction
models. We investigated various machine learning techniques ranging from simple
models (e.g., linear regression [55, 108, 164]) to sophisticated and complex models (e.g.,
random forest [48, 63, 86]). We also used a wide variety of software metrics derived from
source code (e.g., LOC, Cyclomatic, Call dependency metrics), code history (e.g., Churn,
pre-release bugs, developer’s contribution).
However, past research by Menzies et al. [99] and Lessmann et al. [42, 78] using
product metrics (static metrics) extracted from closed-source projects, found a ceiling
effect in the performance of bug prediction models. On the other hand, other studies have
shown that process metrics are significantly better than product metrics for bug prediction
models [106, 123]. Therefore, to extend the scope of prior work and to better understand
the limitations of bug prediction, we investigate the extent of the ceiling effect in prediction
models trained on both product and process metrics from eleven open-source projects.
More precisely, we analyze the outcomes of six well-known machine learning techniques
trained on eight software metrics that have being reported to be good predictors of buggy
files. In a further analysis, and to shed light on the ceiling effect of bug prediction models,
we investigate what are those buggy files that prediction models incorrectly predict as
non-buggy (i.e., false negative)? The inability of identifying a large number of buggy
files might limit the adoption of bug prediction models. Therefore, we quantitatively and
qualitatively analyze what aspects of buggy files (false negative and true positive files)
make them different/similar.
There are certainly many papers that report the number or percentage of such in-
correctly predicted files. But nobody has looked at them to better understand what
characteristics make them unable to be correctly predicted by the bug prediction models.
Terminology. There are a few terms that will be used throughout the remainder of this
chapter. Thus, before we proceed any further, let us briefly define these terms. When
predicting buggy and non-buggy files, there are four possible outcomes. If a buggy file
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is correctly predicted as buggy, we refer to it as True-Positive file (TP-file); however if it
is incorrectly predicted as non-buggy, we refer to it as False-Negative file (FN-file). If a
non-buggy file is correctly predicted as non-buggy, we call it True-Negative file (TN-file),
otherwise we call it False-Positive file (FP-file). In our study, we also quantitatively and
qualitatively analyze the post-release bugs related to buggy files. We split such bugs into
two different groups. Bugs that affect only TP-files are referred to as True-Positive bugs
(TP-bugs), whereas bugs that affect only FN-files are referred to as False-Negative bugs
(FN-bugs). In this chapter, we make the following contributions:
• By analyzing the outcomes of six bug prediction models, we found that approxi-
mately 79% of buggy files in our case studies are incorrectly predicted as non-buggy
files. In other words, the True-Positive Rate of the our prediction models has an
upper bound of about 30%.
• We compare the distributions of FN-files, TP-files and TN-files across 8 software
metrics. First, we found that even though both FN-files and TP-files are both buggy
files, they are statistically significantly different in each of the 8 metrics. Second,
we found that FN-files are closer to TN-files than to TP-files.
• We quantitatively and qualitatively investigate the bug reports, source code and
commit information for the post-release bugs related to buggy files incorrectly and
correctly predicted (FN-bugs and TP-bugs).
• For the quantitative analysis, we compare FN-bugs and TP-bugs across metrics
collected from bug tracking systems. Our results show that at bug report level both
groups of bugs are similar.
• For the qualitative analysis, we manually inspect subsets of FN-bugs and TP-bugs.
We find the most common root causes for these two groups are: missing cases
(25%-23%), control flow issues (9%-10%) and wrong functional implementations
(40%-42%). Similarly, in terms of impact, we find that crashes (44%-45%) and
incorrect functionalities (40%-42%) are the most frequently occurring ones.
Our study confirms previous findings about the ceiling effect in the performance of bug
prediction models even when we include process metrics. Surprisingly, our qualitative
analysis shows that bugs related to FN-files and TP-files are similar in terms of root causes,
impact and affected components, and consequently such similarities might be exploited to
enhance bug prediction models.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses the related work.
Section 6.3 presents our case study design, including the data collection at bug and file
level. Section 6.4 discusses the findings of our case study. Section 6.5 highlights the threats
to validity and Section 6.6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.
6.2 Related Work
Software Metrics: Past research has used a wide variety of software metrics in order
to improve the performance of bug prediction models. Many studies have extensively
investigated the usefulness of product metrics such: LOC, Cyclomatic, static analysis bug
density, object oriented metrics, etc [50,96,109,110,174]. Other studies have reported that
process metrics such as Churn, number of pre-release bugs, number of prior modifications,
co-changed files, developer-related metrics, etc have good explanative and predictive power
when predicting bugs [5, 46, 103, 106, 108, 136]. Beside product and process metrics, there
are also studies that used more complex metrics such as code dependency graph, change
genealogy, socio-technical network metrics, etc [14, 56, 170]. In this chapter, we build
our bug prediction models using two code metrics and six process metric that have been
reported to be good indicators of bug-proneness [40, 46, 96, 103, 106, 123]. We did not
consider network based metrics because, first, there has been considerable disagreement
about their effectiveness [119, 148, 170] and second, they are more expensive to extract
than code and process metrics.
Bug Prediction: Prior studies on bug prediction have investigated different approaches
(statistical techniques and machine learning techniques), settings (forward-release [119],
cross-project [171]) and granularity levels (commit [64, 69, 133], method [43, 71], file
[45, 89, 136], subsystem [14, 53, 98], etc). A wide range of techniques from simple (e.g.,
Logistic Regression, Naive-Bayes, decision tree, etc [33, 55, 106]) to more sophisticated
(e.g., Random Forest, ensemble methods, MARS, etc [10, 48, 80]) have been used in order
to improve the predictive power of bug prediction.
Many comprehensive studies have compared the predictive power of different prediction
techniques and found conflicting results. Lessmann et al. [78] proposed a comparative
framework to evaluated 20 different prediction techniques on the NASA dataset. Among
the top 17 top techniques, the authors found no significant differences in their performance.
Similarly, Arisholm et al. [6] performed a systematic investigation of bug prediction
models using different techniques, metrics and evaluation criteria. Their results suggest
that the choice of prediction technique has limited impact in terms of accuracy and cost-
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effectiveness. Menzies et al. [99] studied the limited improvement (ceiling effect) in bug
prediction offered by product (static) metrics. The authors performed different sampling
techniques to improve the prediction performance. They suggest that improvement may not
come from new machine learning techniques, but from considering the software business
knowledge through case-based reasoning tools. In a subsequent work Menzies et al. [98]
proposed a meta-learner called WHICH that can include different business goals. Their
results shows that the ceiling effect may not hold when using domain specific goals instead
of traditional performance metrics.
Most recently, Ghotra et al. [42] replicated and extended the analysis conducted by Less-
mann et al. The authors used a cleaned version of the NASA dataset for their evaluation.
Their results showed that different prediction techniques are statistically distinct than
others and therefore the choice of prediction techniques matters. Other studies showed that
automated parameter optimization significantly improve the performance of bug prediction
models [41, 142]. Tantithamthavorn et al. [142] used the R package Caret [75] to tune the
parameters of 26 machine learning techniques. In their study, the authors were able to
improve the AUC performance of the prediction models by up to 40%. Within a similar
vein of research, Fu et al. [41] investigated the usefulness of a parameter optimization tech-
nique named Differential Evolution [138]. They reported an improvement in the precision
of 5%-20%. In our work, we also use several prediction techniques in a forward-release
setting to predict buggy files and perform parameter tuning to complement our findings.
The way, we differ from prior mentioned studies is in the fact that, we are not advocating
for one technique/metric over another. We are also not proposing a new technique to
improve the performance of bug prediction. Instead, we examine if a ceiling effect exists
when using product and process metrics, and investigate the nature (characteristics) of
FN-files and TP-files from six prediction techniques.
6.3 Case Study Design
In our study, we extract two code metrics and six process metrics (see Table 3.3) from
eleven software projects and use them as the independent variables in our prediction models.
The list of the software projects, and the data collection process can be found in Chapter 3.
In the next subsection, we describe the approach we follow to identify false-negative files.
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6.3.1 Identifying False-Negative Files
We train six different machine learning techniques using the data from one release (i.e.,
training-data) and used them to predict buggy files in the next-release (i.e., testing-data).
Since we have the ground truth of the testing-data, we were able to identify whether
a file was correctly or incorrectly predicted. Then, to identify FN-files (and the other
outcomes) with high confidence, we used a majority vote approach. The machine learning
techniques used in this works are: Naive Bayes, CART [19], Random Forests [18], Logistic
Regression, LDA and QDA. In Table 6.1, we report the number of files for each of the
prediction outcomes. We found that 5.3% of the files were identified as FN-files, 1.4% as
TP-files, 90.8% as TN-files and 2.5% as FP-files. On the other hand, if we only consider
buggy files, we find that FN-files and TP-files account for approximately 79% and 21%
on median respectively respectively. In other words, 79% of all buggy files in one release
are not identified by prediction models trained in a previous release.
Table 6.1: Bug prediction outcomes using majority vote
Project Training  ! Testing FN TP TN FP
release release
Accumulo 1.4.0 ! 1.5.0 70 16 792 29
1.5.0 ! 1.6.0 58 12 943 39
Bookkeeper 4.0.0 ! 4.1.0 19 13 165 30
4.1.0 ! 4.2.0 16 9 260 26
Camel 2.9.0 ! 2.10.0 136 11 2388 35
2.10.0 ! 2.11.0 97 16 2661 78
Cassandra 1.0.0 ! 1.1.0 78 36 552 18
1.1.0 ! 1.2.0 107 49 725 41
CXF 2.2 ! 2.3 48 43 2221 94
2.3 ! 2.4 149 21 2420 23
Derby 10.1.1.0 ! 10.2.1.6 61 24 1395 78
10.2.1.6 ! 10.3.1.4 118 12 1482 17
Felix scr-1.4.0 ! scr-1.6.0 199 10 2363 5
scr-1.6.0 ! scr-1.8.0 85 69 3120 138
Hive 0.11.0 ! 0.12.0 187 35 1998 26
0.12.0 ! 0.13.0 156 54 2271 69
OpenJPA 2.0.0 ! 2.1.0 42 14 1405 28
2.1.0 ! 2.2.0 29 6 1448 26
Pig 0.9.0 ! 0.10.0 47 9 969 16
0.10.0 ! 0.11 40 11 999 33
Wicket 1.3.0-final ! 1.4.0 110 3 1223 2
1.4.0 ! 1.5.0 86 21 1344 79
All    1938 494 33144 930
[5.3%] [1.4%] [90.8%] [2.5%]
















Figure 6.1: Boxplots of the FN-rate for the six machine learning techniques
To better understand the individual performance of the machine learning techniques, we
analyze their fn-rates. In Figure 6.1, we can see that the fn-rate ranges from 50% to 100%
in most of the cases. On the other hand, since we used a majority vote approach to identify
the FN-files , we investigate the overlap (percentage of agreement) among the techniques.
Figure 6.2 shows agreement for three or more techniques when identifying FN-files. From
the figure, we observe that 72% of the FN-files were voted by six techniques, 9% of the
FN-files by five techniques, 11% by four and 8% by three techniques. As we can see, there
is a high overlapping (agreement) among the machine learning techniques with 80% of



























Figure 6.2: Agreement among the machine learning techniques when identifying FN-files
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So far, we found that a large number of buggy files cannot be identified by bug pre-
diction models in a forward-release setting. However, in the above experiments we did
not perform any data pre-processing step that could potentially improve the models’ per-
formance. As a consequence, the validity of our current findings might be compromised.
For example, two difficulties associated to bug prediction that could lead to poor general-
ization performance are the presence of multi-collinearity between metrics and the class
imbalance distribution in SE data sets. Prior works have used two data pre-processing
methods namely Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and over/under sampling in order
to alleviate the negative effects of the aforementioned issues respectively [45, 99, 110].
Therefore, in this subsection, we also assess how our findings differ when we consider
these data pre-processing methods.
For the PCA pre-processing, we retain the most important components that account for
at least 95% of the cumulative variance. For the imbalance issue, we employ a state-of-
the-art sampling method called SMOTE [25], which combines both under-sampling and
over-sampling. The under-sampling step randomly eliminates instances of the majority
class, while the over-sampling step generates new synthetic instances by extrapolating the
metrics (i.e features) from the k-nearest neighbors of each of the existing instances in the
minority class. In our experiments, we use the SMOTE implementation available in the R
package DMwR [146] and set k = 5 (i.e., 5-nearest neighbors) as recommended in [25]. It
is important to note that the testing data are not re-sampled.
Another aspect that can impact the performance of bug prediction models is the
selection of the parameter values of the machine learning techniques used during the
training phase [88, 147]. Since, we used default parameter values in our experiments,
our prediction models might show suboptimal performance as pointed out by Tosun et
al. [147]. Therefore, in addition to PCA and SMOTE sampling, we re-build our prediction
models using the parameter tuning functionality provided by the R package Caret [75]
that was recommended in a recent work by Tantithamthavorn et al. [142]. However, unlike
Tantithamthavorn et al., we employed 100-times repeated 10-fold cross-validation instead
of out-of-sample bootstrap as our validation technique. In a prior study by Mende et
al. [87], the authors reported that cross-validation may generate small and imbalanced
test-folds that could lead to unstable results. Our experiments did not suffer from this issue
because we over-sampled the buggy files in the training data using SMOTE. Although,
out-of-sample bootstrap is an attractive method for small datasets (due to its low produced
variance), it has a substantial more (no less) bias than k-fold cross-validation [9, 74].
Furthermore, repeated k-fold cross-validation is recommended over other approaches due
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to its acceptable variance and small bias [68]. Finally, to select the model with the optimal
parameter values (if any), we use the AUC measure as suggested in [142].
The detailed results for the outcomes of the new prediction models are listed in Table 6.2.
We found that that 4.4% of the files were identified as FN-files, 2.3% as TP-files, 86.3%
as TN-files and 7.1% as FP-files. In terms of only buggy files, FN-files account for ⇡65%
of them. This last result represents a moderate improvement of 14% over our original
False-negative rate (⇡79%). Therefore, even though we tuned the parameters of our
prediction models, pre-processed our dataset (through PCA and SMOTE sampling), the
prediction cannot identify a large portion of buggy files (⇡65%). Therefore, even tough
our results would be slightly different if we pre-processed our dataset, we do not think
there would be a marked change in our final results.
Table 6.2: Bug prediction outcomes using PCA + SMOTE
Project Training  ! Testing FN TP TN FP
release release
Accumulo 1.4.0 ! 1.5.0 66 20 744 77
1.5.0 ! 1.6.0 43 27 878 104
Bookkeeper 4.0.0 ! 4.1.0 16 16 157 38
4.1.0 ! 4.2.0 13 12 254 32
Camel 2.9.0 ! 2.10.0 108 39 2,281 142
2.10.0 ! 2.11.0 68 45 2,525 214
Cassandra 1.0.0 ! 1.1.0 89 25 533 37
1.1.0 ! 1.2.0 107 49 706 60
CXF 2.2 ! 2.3 34 57 2,031 284
2.3 ! 2.4 134 36 2,384 59
Derby 10.1.1.0 ! 10.2.1.6 47 38 1,279 194
10.2.1.6 ! 10.3.1.4 96 34 1,441 58
Felix scr-1.4.0 ! scr-1.6.0 160 49 2,322 46
scr-1.6.0 ! scr-1.8.0 60 94 2,852 406
Hive 0.11.0 ! 0.12.0 152 70 1,939 85
0.12.0 ! 0.13.0 119 91 2,161 179
OpenJPA 2.0.0 ! 2.1.0 33 23 1,351 82
2.1.0 ! 2.2.0 19 16 1,392 82
Pig 0.9.0 ! 0.10.0 40 16 918 67
0.10.0 ! 0.11 30 21 930 102
Wicket 1.3.0-final ! 1.4.0 99 14 1,193 32
1.4.0 ! 1.5.0 63 44 1,218 205
All    1,596 836 31,489 2,585
[4.4%] [2.3%] [86.3%] [7.1%]
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6.4 Case Study Results
6.4.1 RQ1. Are FN-files different from TP-files?
Motivation. In Section 6.3.1, we trained six well known prediction techniques on 8
software metrics that have been reported to be good predictors of buggy files. Yet, we
found that a large proportion of buggy files are FN-files (⇡ 79%). In this RQ, we want to
understand how FN-files and TP-files are different and to what extent. Since FN-files are
buggy files predicted as non-buggy files, we also want determine the similarities between
FN-files and TN-files. More precisely, we compare FN-, TP- and TN-files along the
software metrics defined in Section 3.1.3.
Approach. First, to determine whether the metrics for FN-files and TP-files are statisti-
cally different, we perform a Wilcoxon rank-sum test for each software metric between
these two groups of files (e.g., Ha : LOCFN 6= LOCTP ). We compare FN-files and
TN-files in a similar manner. We also use boxplots to visualize the comparisons. Second,
we analyze the covariance matrices of FN-files, TP-files and TN-files to better understand
the differences of their joint distributions. In detail, we calculate the covariance matrices:
⌃FN , ⌃TN and ⌃TP and compute the similarity distances d1 = k⌃FN  ⌃TNk and
d2 = k⌃FN  ⌃TPk by using the Frobenius norm1 (which treats matrices like vectors).
Then, we compare d1 and d2 to determine whether FN-files are closer to TP-files or to
TN-files.
Results. We found that in most of the cases, the metrics of FN-files were statistically
different from the metrics of TP-files at p-value << 0.001. The only exception was
# Pre-release Bugs in OpenJPA-2.2.0, for which we obtained a p-value = 0.052. On
the other hand, with respect to the metrics of FN-files and TN-files, we found that
only in four projects (Cassandra, Derby, Hive and Wicket) they are significantly dif-
ferent. For the other projects, we found mixed results. Some metrics are statistically
different among FN-files and TN-files in some projects and releases, whereas in others
not. For example, we found that ChurnFN and ChurnTP are statistically different in
OpenJPA-2.1.0, but not in OpenJPA-2.2.0.
We also plot the value of the metrics to visually understand the extent to which our three
groups of files differ among each other. We choose Cassandra (not only in this RQ, but
in our two RQs), as a case study project to look more closely. Figure 6.3 shows the
boxplots for each of our metrics. We used log-scale to better visualize the values of LOC,
Cyclomatic and Churn due to presence of massive outliers. From these boxplots, we clearly
1http://mathworld.wolfram.com/FrobeniusNorm.html



























































































































































Figure 6.3: Boxplots of the metrics for FN-files, TN-files and TP-files in Cassandra 1.2.0
observe that FN-files (green boxes) are far from TP-files (blue boxes) across all of the
metrics (having higher values for the latter). This corroborates the results of the Wilcoxon
test showing that FN-files and TP-files are very different. When comparing the metrics
of FN-files and TN-files, we observe that the values of LOC, Cyclomatic and Churn for
FN-files are greater than for TN-files. With respect to the other metrics (shown at the
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bottom end of Figure 6.3), we found that their boxplots look slightly different, although
these differences are small. Therefore, even though FN-files and TN-files are different,
the values of the metrics for FN-files are closer to those for TN-files than to those for
TP-files. In other words, FN-files are more similar to TN-files than to TP-files in terms of
the individual distributions their metrics.
Table 6.3: Covariance Comparison†
Project Training  ! Testing d1 d2 FN TN FN TP
release release d1 < d2 d1 > d2
Accumulo 1.4.0 ! 1.5.0 4.71 12.65 X
1.5.0 ! 1.6.0 133.82 7.42 X
Bookkeeper 4.0.0 ! 4.1.0 2.19 1.34 X
4.1.0 ! 4.2.0 0.06 1.26 X
Camel 2.9.0 ! 2.10.0 0.06 4.09 X
2.10.0 ! 2.11.0 0.12 4.71 X
Cassandra 1.0.0 ! 1.1.0 0.25 2.96 X
1.1.0 ! 1.2.0 27.60 4.52 X
CXF 2.2 ! 2.3 0.17 1.96 X
2.3 ! 2.4 0.52 2.18 X
Derby 10.1.1.0 ! 10.2.1.6 0.62 401.29 X
10.2.1.6 ! 10.3.1.4 0.81 57.05 X
Felix scr-1.4.0 ! scr-1.6.0 0.58 6.69 X
scr-1.6.0 ! scr-1.8.0 0.09 13.84 X
Hive 0.11.0 ! 0.12.0 54.47 71.71 X
0.12.0 ! 0.13.0 73.28 32.38 X
OpenJPA 2.0.0 ! 2.1.0 0.91 19.45 X
2.1.0 ! 2.2.0 1.59 26.53 X
Pig 0.9.0 ! 0.10.0 0.18 4.06 X
0.10.0 ! 0.11 0.30 3.99 X
Wicket 1.3.0-final ! 1.4.0 0.85 18.27 X
1.4.0 ! 1.5.0 0.13 6.85 X
† The distances are reported in 105 scale
These results do not necessarily imply that the joint distribution for FN-files is closer
to the joint distribution for TN-files than that for TP-files. Therefore, to quantitatively
compare the joint distributions among these three groups of files, we calculate the distance
d1 between the covariance matrices of FN-files and TN-files, and the distance d2 between
the covariance matrices of FN-files and TP-files (see Table 6.3). We found that for 7
of the projects, the covariance matrix of FN-files is closer to the covariance matrix of
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TN-files. The only exceptions are Accumulo, Bookkeeper, Cassandra and Hive, for which
the covariance matrix of FN-files is closer to that of TP-files.
Discussion. Bug prediction models try to learn the decision boundary between buggy
and non-buggy files, based on the empirical distribution of their metrics. However, if the
distribution of a large portion of buggy files is similar to the distribution of non-buggy files
(like in our case), then we have reached the limits of the True Positive Rate (⇡30% in our
case) that can be obtained by any machine learning technique. These results confirm the
findings (ceiling effect) by Menzies et al. [99]. Therefore, we require better metrics in
order to improve the performance of current bug prediction models.
Summary. Although FN-files and TP-files are both buggy files, we find that the individual
distribution as well as the joint distribution of the software metrics for these files are
different. At the same time, we find that the FN-files and TN-files (non-buggy files) are
more similar in terms of their distributions.
6.4.2 RQ2. Are the bugs affecting FN-files different from bugs affect-
ing TP-files?
Motivation. In RQ1, we found that these FN-files are different from TP-files, even
though they both are buggy files. In this research question, we want to examine the
bugs in these two group of files to see if there are metrics at bug report level that
can help to improve the performance of bug prediction models. Therefore, we want
to (a) quantitatively examine the bugs along metrics collected from their bug tracking sys-
tem and (b) qualitatively analysis whether the bugs affecting FN-files are different from
bugs affecting TP-files in three dimensions: root causes, impacts and affected components.
Such analysis will help researchers to collect better metrics for bug prediction models.
RQ2-a. Quantitative Analysis
Approach. For the quantitative analysis, we first use the post-release bug-fix commits of
the last two releases in order to link the buggy files to their corresponding post-release bug.
Second, given that we know whether a buggy file is either a FN-file or TP-file, we split
the post-release bugs into FN-bugs and TP-bugs. Third, from the bug reports related to
both FN-bugs and FN-bugs, we collect six metrics: Fixing Time, Reporter Experience,
Assignee Experience, Number of Comments, Number of Developers in the CC and De-
scription Size. Then, we use Wilcoxon rank-sum test and boxplots to examine if these two
groups of bugs are different or not. It is important to note that unlike FN-files and TP-files
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that are related to FN-bugs and TP-bugs respectively, TN-bugs do not have a counterpart





































































































































Figure 6.4: Boxplots of the metrics for FN-bugs and TN-bugs in Cassandra
Results. In Figure 6.4, we compare FN-bugs and TP-bugs along six bug-report metrics
for Cassandra. From Figure 6.4, we observe that for most of the metrics FN-bugs are
similar to TP-bugs. The only exception was Reporter Experience. It seems that FN-bugs
are reported by reporter with more experience than TP-bugs are. Additionally, the results
of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test show that in most of the cases, there is no statistically
significant difference between the metrics of FN-bugs and TP-bugs (p-value >> 0.05).
Summary. FN-files and TP-files are different. However, we find no evidence to show
that FN-bugs and TP-bugs are different at bug report level.
RQ2-b. Qualitative Analysis
Approach. For the qualitative analysis, we study three dimensions for both the FN-bugs and
TP-bugs: Root cause, Impact and affected Component. More precisely, we use the bug
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categories proposed by Tan et al. [141]. Our dataset is comprised of 1025 FN-bugs and
675 TP-bugs. Therefore, we randomly select 280 FN-bugs and 235 TP-bugs in order to
have representative samples at 95% confidence level and 5% confidence interval. We used
stratified sampling to preserve the original proportions of the projects. For example, ⇡10%
of the FN-bugs belongs to Camel, so we randomly select 28 FN-bugs from Camel. Addi-
tionally, invalid bugs were filtered out during the categorization. In this work, an invalid
bugs refers to a feature request, maintenance request, compilation error, documentation
issue, unit-test error (only affecting unit-test files), or if there is insufficient information. In
total, we categorized 242 FN-bugs and 223 TP-bugs.
For the identification of the root cause, impact and affected component of a bug, we used
the following sources of information:
• Bug textual information. The textual information contained in bug reports is a
valuable source to diagnose and identify the impact caused by a bug. We primarily
use the summary and description of the bug report. If the bug report refers to
external sources such mailing-lists or forums, we also include such information. The
most popular external sources used by our projects are: Mail-Archive2, Nabble3,
Apache-Reviews4 and StackOverflow5. When the information of the above sources is
not clear or partially incomplete, we also use the comments of the bug report.
• Commit messages and patches. The message of a fix-commit provides detailed
information about the changes performed to fix a bug. We mainly use this information
to identify the root causes of the bug. In addition, we also use the commit patch, if
the message of the commit is not clear.
• Affected files and Architecture Documentation. We examine the fullpath of the
affected files looking for key words (e.g., /storage/, /net/, /shell/, etc) that
can help us to identify the component. When we cannot identify the component
using the fullpaths, we look at the files themselves in order to determine to which
component belong to. It is important to say that before categorizing the bugs, we
read the architecture documentation of each project (whenever available) in order to
better understand the project structure.
For each bug in our two samples, we collect and aggregate the aforementioned sources
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CAMEL-5526. In situations with heavy load or under load tests we rarely got exception:
java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: ThreadID is already used . . .
Commit bb0dbc0: CAMEL-5526: Fixed concurrency issue under heavy load . . .
Memory
(Mem)
WICKET-4164. The StoredResponsesMap is based on the not so threadsafe Linked-
HashMap. This map is filled from multiple threads . . . As the hashmap entries are not
gc’able this leads to out of memory exceptions.
Missing Features
(MissF)
CASSANDRA-4054 SSTableImport and SSTableExport not serialize/de-serialize the
row-level deletion info to/from the json file. This brings back the deleted data after
restore from the json file.
Commit 2bd2d17: json format with row level deletion; . . . for CASSANDRA-4054.
Missing Cases
(MissC)
CASSANDRA-5230. cql3 doesn’t support multiple clauses on primary key
Bad Request: PRIMARY KEY part c cannot be restricted by IN relation
Commit 13cfe30: Allow IN clause for last clustering key . . . for CASSANDRA-5230
Corner Cases
(CornerC)
WICKET-4217. RequestMapper sort broken with big negative compatibilityScore
Commit edce1d1:WICKET-4217 fixed request mapper score sorting
public int compareTo(final MapperWithScore o){
- return o.compatibilityScore - compatibilityScore;
+ return (compatibilityScore < o.compatibilityScore ? 1




CASSANDRA-4313 CFS always try to load key cache. Inside constructor, below
condition is always evaluated to true:
if (caching != Caching.NONE || caching != Caching.ROWS_ONLY) ...
Should be:
if (caching == Caching.ALL || caching == Caching.KEYS_ONLY) ...
Typo
(Typo)
PIG-3097 HiveColumnarLoader doesn’t correctly load partitioned Hive table
Commit 86f5bcf: PIG-3097: HiveColumnarLoader doesn’t correctly load . . .
- fieldLen = partitionKeys.length;
+ fieldLen += partitionKeys.length;
Processing
(Process)
CASSANDRA-3942. ColumnFamilyRecordReader can report progress ¿ 100% . . .
Commit e94e524: Bound CFRR progress to 100% . . . for CASSANDRA-3942
- return ((float)iter.rowsRead()) / totalRowCount;
+ float progress = ((float) iter.rowsRead() / totalRowCount);




CASSANDRA-5368. ClosedChannelException on shutdown. Catching Asynchro-
nousCloseException isn’t enough . . .





ACCUMULO-2645. tablet stuck unloading, and problem is hard to diagnose - master
failed to balance . . . tablet server was not unloading the tablet - there was a query that had
been running for 9 days







FELIX-2598. Hang in Felix: thread owing a bundle lock waits for ever to lock it
again . . . d) telnetconsole thread is waiting indefinitely to obtain the bundle lock.
Crash
(Crash)
CASSANDRA-5097. cassandra-shuffle fails as system keyspace is not user-modifiable
The following exception is thrown




CASSANDRA-4462. upgradesstables strips active data from sstables. . . we find it




ACCUMULO-2952. DefaultLoadBalancer takes a long time when tablets are highly
unbalanced. After creating a thousand splits on a large cluster, I noticed the master was




ACCUMULO-1685. bench testing shows that the NN loses the WAL . . . the NN seems
to be making the file, but it’s not there when we go to look!
Commit ff02d20: ACCUMULO-1685 properly parse logSet . . . for confirming deletes
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the root cause and impact categories studied in this work. To support the categorization
process of the bugs, we used the QDA Miner software from Provalis Research6, which is a
tool for qualitative analysis of text-based datasets.
Results. In Figure 6.5, we show the histograms for FN-bugs and TP-bugs along our root
cause, impact and component dimensions. From this Figure, we can see that in all of the
three dimensions, FN-bugs and TP-bugs have similar distributions.
Now, if for example, the distributions of root cause were different for FN-bugs and
TP-bugs, then, we should focus on examining the causes that make FN-bugs different
from TP-bugs. However, we found that the distributions are almost the same, which
means that we should focus on examining bugs in the largest root causes. Based on
the histograms for root causes, we observe that for both FN-bugs and TP-bugs, the
three largest causes are: Missing Cases (25%-23%), Control Flow (9%-10%) and Wrong
Functionality Implementation (40%-42%).
Similarly, we found that the two most common impacts are: crashes (44% and 45%) and
incorrect functionalities (40% and 42%), whereas the most commonly affected component








































































































Figure 6.5: All categories all projects
6http://provalisresearch.com/
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Discussion. So far, we found that bug prediction models have limitations (about 70%
of buggy files are incorrectly predicted). In addition, we also found in this RQ that a
large percentage of FN-bugs and TP-bugs are caused by Missing Cases and Control
Flow issues (⇡34%). Therefore, our research community should investigate methods to
identify these kind of semantic bugs. For example, static and dynamic analysis are two
promising techniques that can be used to detect them. These techniques have been used
in the detection of vulnerabilities [60], malware [105] as well as semantic and concurrent
bugs [81]. These approaches might help us to identify buggy files that cannot be correctly
predicted by bug prediction models. Rahman et al. [124] have done some initial work along
this line of research. They found that prioritizing the warnings of Static Bug Finder based
on the results of bug prediction models can slightly improve their performance. However,
there is still a lot more work and research that needs to be done in this area.
Summary. Based on our qualitative analysis, we find that FN-bugs and TP-bugs are
similar. For both cases, the most common root causes are Missing Cases, Control Flow
issues and Wrong Functionality Implementation. We also find that Crashes and Incorrect
Functionalities are the most common impacts. Finally, we find that the majority of the
bugs affect Core components.
6.5 Threats to validity
Internal Validity. In order to reduce the introduction of mistakes into our experiments,
we used standard tools, statistical libraries and methods. For example, we used Scikit-learn
(a machine learning library in Python) and the R package Caret to build our bug prediction
models. We also used standard libraries in R to perform our statistical analysis (e.g.,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test, covariance analysis, etc). Although these tools are not free from
errors, they have been used by other researchers in the past for bug prediction [10, 63, 126].
Our qualitative analysis was performed on random samples of bugs and therefore their
distribution of the categories may be different from the whole sets of bugs. That said, the
sample sizes that we chose for the study are statistically representative at 95% confidence
level and 5% confidence interval. We did not define the categories for root causes, impacts
and components used in this work. Such categories were borrowed from prior work [141].
During the manual categorization process, we may introduce some bias. In order to
alleviate this issue, the first author based his decision on information from a large number
of sources (bug reports, commits, mailing list, forums, architecture documentation and even
content of the files). Prior work has only considered bug reports and commits [26, 141].
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Additionally, we provide all the data of our qualitative analysis (sources of information
and the annotation of the categories) in our online appendix [150].
External Validity. Although, we used collected datasets from 11 open source projects
written in Java that cover a wide variety of domains and have been used in prior works
[26, 125, 126], there are other commercial and open source projects that use different
software processes, programming language, bug tracking systems, etc and therefore we
cannot assume that our conclusions will generalize to all of them.
Construct Validity. We calculated # Developers in a file as the total number of unique
emails from the commits related to such file. Sometimes, the same developer might have
more than one email and therefore our metric might be inflated. The # Pre-release bugs in
a file and the identification of buggy files are based on the Jira issues reported as bug that
already have being fixed. However, our dataset of bugs may not have all bugs present in the
systems (e.g., dormant bugs) or may contains invalid bugs (e.g., enhancement/new-feature
issues mistakingly reported as bugs) and therefore our findings might be impacted. The
identification of FN-files might change from classifier to classifier. In order to mitigate
this problem, we use majority vote from 6 classifiers. However, even in this case, the
identification may change if a different set of classifiers are considered.
6.6 Conclusion
Prior work on bug prediction have proposed a wide variety of machine learning techniques
and software metrics. Nevertheless, there have been studies that report a ceiling effect in
the performance of bug prediction models.
In this study, we investigated the ceiling effect in terms of the false negative files. By
analyzing the outcomes of six machine learning techniques, we found that on average 79%
of the buggy files in our eleven case studies are predicted as FN-files. Furthermore, we
found that the distribution of these FN-files is similar to the distribution of non-buggy files
(TN-files). Our results confirms previous findings about the ceiling effect in bug prediction
models trained using product and process metrics. The implications of these results are
on the performance of bug prediction models. Prediction models try to learn the decision
boundary between buggy and non-buggy files, based on the empirical distributions of the
independent variable. Therefore, such models cannot correctly differentiate the two groups
of files if the groups have very similar distributions along the independent variables. As a
result, we have reached the limits of the True Positive Rate (correctly predicting only 21%
of the buggy files in our case studies) based on our metrics.
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Surprisingly, our analysis of the FN-bugs and TP-bugs shows that they have similar
root causes, impact, locations (effected components). For example, among the most
common root causes in these two groups of bugs we have: Missing Cases, Control Flow
and Incorrect Implementation issues. Additionally, our results show that the percentages of
FN-bugs and TP-bugs caused by Missing Cases and Control Flow issues are not negligible
(⇡ 36% and 33% respectively). Therefore, as a research community, we should investigate
methods that can exploit the aforementioned similarities (by analyzing the data in bug
reports further) in order to enhance bug prediction models. For instance, to detect files
affected by these kind of semantic bugs ahead of time, we should consider doing static and
dynamic analysis on such files. With this new approach, we might be able to overcome
the limits of current bug prediction models. To that end, we should work closely with the
Program Analysis Community.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, we identify three possible issues that affect Software Bug Prediction. Here
we detail the major contributions we make in order to tackle these issues:
• Not all bugs are the same. We argue that file-prioritization based on number of
bugs implicitly assumes that all bugs are the same. In this chapter, we quantitatively
and qualitatively analyze bugs in terms of their required developer experience and
impact (e.g., crashes, hangs, incorrect functionalities, etc). We find evidence that
not all bugs are the same in these dimensions. We also compare prediction models
for two dependent variables: number of bugs and developer experience. Our results
show that the variance explained by such models significantly changes, implying
that different dependent variables requires different software metrics. Therefore, the
research community needs to investigate novel metrics that better correlate with the
impact of bugs and the experience required to fix them. In order to accomplish this
task, researchers should investigate and build tools capable of collecting data about
the developers activities while they are fixing software bugs.
When comparing the prioritization based on the number of bugs and developer
experience, we find that they are vastly different. These findings suggest that
practitioners should choose the most appropriate dependent variable (instead of
blindly using number of bugs) to their project when prioritizing their buggy files.
At the same time, researchers should propose new dependent variable that better
represent bug-fixing effort. For example, we need to come up with measures for
110
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inspection cost, fixing-time, fixing-cost, etc. A topic modeling analysis of ⇡490
entries posted on popular programming-related Q&A websites show that developers
define impactful bugs as embedded, concurrency, memory, data corruption and
network bugs. In addition, our manual inspection of such entries suggests that
developers barely discussed any specific prioritization strategy, and they are more
concerned in identifying the nature and conditions that trigger bugs.
• Characterizing blocking bugs. In this chapter, we investigate a severe type of
bug called Blocking bugs. We find that fixing these types of bugs take 2 times
longer and require more lines of code to be touched compare to non-blocking bugs.
Blocking bugs also negatively affect the quality of the software. For example, in a
further analysis at file-level, we find that files affected by blocking bugs are bigger,
have higher complexity, higher coupling and less cohesion than those affected by
non-blocking bugs. Therefore, we train decision trees using 14 bug-report factors
(features) to predict whether a bug will be a blocking bug or not. Our prediction
models achieved F-measures values ranging from 21% to 54% when predicting
blocking bugs. Since blocking bugs increases the overall fixing-time, our proposed
models can help developers to identify blocking bugs early on and consequently
reduce their negative impact of the software systems. In addition, we perform a Top
Node Analysis on the trained decision trees to identify the most important factors in
determining blocking bugs. Our findings show that the best indicators of blocking
bugs are: the textual information of the bug (i.e., description and comments) and the
experience of the reporter in identifying previous blocking bugs. This means that
developers should pay more attention to the description and comments of software
bugs, and look for blocking-related words. Additionally, developers should take into
consideration the experience of the reporters of the bugs.
• False-Negative files in Bug Prediction. In this chapter, we analyze FN-files   i.e.,
buggy files that bug prediction incorrectly predict as non-buggy files. We find that
approximately 79% of the buggy files are FN-files by analyzing the outcomes of six
different machine learning techniques trained on eight software metrics (code and
product metrics). A comparison of the FN-files, TP-files and TN-files along their
software metrics shows that FN-files are more similar to TN-files than to TP-files.
In other words, a large portion of buggy files are similar to non-buggy files. This
findings confirm previous results about the ceiling effect in bug prediction models.
In addition, we examine FN-files and TP-files at bug-report level (i.e., FN-bugs and
TP-bugs respectively). Surprising, we find that FN-bugs and TP-bugs are very
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similar in terms of metrics extracted from the bug repositories. Furthermore, we
manually analyze the description, comments, mailing-list/forum entries and bug-fix
commits (i.e., patches) of 242 FN-bugs and 223 TP-bugs. Our findings show that
both groups of bugs are mostly caused by missing cases, control flow issues and
wrong functionality implementation.
7.2 Future Work
Even though, we study different issues in Bug Prediction research and propose approaches
to tackle them, there is still many challenges that need to be addressed and opportunities to
improve the current state-of-the-art. Here, we outline such challenges and opportunities
for future work:
• Prioritization based on number of bugs assumes that all bugs have the same impor-
tance. Although this assumptions was reasonable in early stages of Bug Prediction
research, it does not fulfill the needs of software organizations in better allocating
their budget, personnel and time. In the future, we plan to investigate new dependent
variables that better reflect these needs. In particular, we would like to investigate
metrics for fixing effort and cost. After a manual inspection of programming-related
Q&A website, our initial impression is that finding the bugs and the conditions
that trigger them are the most time and resource consuming task during the fixing
process.
• The blocking dependency between bug-reports can be modeled as a graph structure.
We can exploit such structure using network analysis and derive network metrics
that can be used to improve the performance of our current prediction models.
• So far, we have collected bug-report metrics from blocking bugs and code metrics
from files affected by blocking bugs. By using these two groups of metrics, we
might significantly improve the predictive performance of our models. However,
there is a gap between bug-report and code metrics that prevents us from using them
together. When a bug-report is created, we do not know beforehand what will be the
affected files. As a consequence, we do not know what will be the code metrics.
Bug localization techniques recommend a list of source code files which are the
most likely to be related to new bug-report. In the future, we plan to use information-
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retrieval-based bug localization techniques to link these two groups of metrics and
use them together to build better prediction models.
• Our results indicate that a large portion of buggy files are FN-files. We also find that
FN-files are different from TP-files. These findings confirm a ceiling effect in the
performance of bug prediction models. On the other hand, our qualitative analysis
show that both FN-bugs and TP-bugs have similar root causes. In the future, we plan
to exploit these similarities using Static and Dynamic Analysis in order to enhance
bug prediction models.
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Table: Summary of prediction models for Accumulo
Accumulo 1.4.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
-1.43 26% -0.92 26%
XCC
-1.23 25% -1.94 25%
XChurn
2.74 49% 2.95 49%
* *
R2: 21% R2: 11%
Accumulo 1.5.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
30.3 49% 20.24 48%
*** ***
XCC
-30.98 48% -20.77 48%
*** ***
XChurn
0.68 3% 0.51 3%
*** ***
R2: 27% R2: 2%
Accumulo 1.6.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
31.93 43% 39.53 48%
*** ***
XCC
-32.06 43% -39.66 48%
*** ***
XChurn
0.1 15% -0.09 3%
*** ***
R2: 11% R2: 6%
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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Table: Summary of prediction models for Bookkeeper
Bookkeeper 4.0.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
4.36 30% 7.97 42%
*** ***
XCC
-4.28 25% -7.94 37%
*** ***
XChurn
0.22 44% -0.06 21%
*** ***
R2: 28% R2: 7%
Bookkeeper 4.1.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
5.87 43% 5.72 47%
*** ***
XCC
-5.6 32% -4.73 32%
*** ***
XChurn
0.29 25% 0.36 21%
*** ***
R2: 33% R2: 21%
Bookkeeper 4.2.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
14.08 46% 6.57 22%
*** ***
XCC
-14.1 46% -7.41 25%
*** ***
XChurn
0.06 7% 0.79 53%
*** ***
R2: 26% R2: 11%
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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Table: Summary of prediction models for Camel
Camel 2.9.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.41 52% 1.09 54%
*** ***
XCC
0.09 46% -0.08 44%
***
XChurn
0 2% 0.06 3%
***
R2: 15% R2: 9%
Camel 2.10.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.09 43% -0.29 38%
XCC
0.37 48% 1.15 49%
*** *
XChurn
0.21 9% 0.62 14%
*** *
R2: 11% R2: 8%
Camel 2.11.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.27 47% 0.28 47%
*
XCC
0.28 48% 0.66 51%
** *
XChurn
0.03 4% -0.05 2%
**
R2: 11% R2: 6%
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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Table: Summary of prediction models for Cassandra
Cassandra 1.0.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
19.14 29% 20.76 35%
*** ***
XCC
-20.55 32% -21.58 38%
*** ***
XChurn
1.53 39% 0.91 27%
*** ***
R2: 58% R2: 7%
Cassandra 1.1.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
16.36 31% 13.43 37%
*** ***
XCC
-17.54 34% -14.04 41%
*** ***
XChurn
1.22 36% 0.59 22%
*** ***
R2: 42% R2: 4%
Cassandra 1.2.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
20.76 44% 24.65 42%
*** ***
XCC
-21.49 50% -26.19 51%
*** ***
XChurn
0.82 5% 1.56 7%
*** ***
R2: 33% R2: 6%
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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Table: Summary of prediction models for CXF
Cxf 2.2
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.01 34% 0.86 35%
XCC
0.75 37% 0.96 35%
***
XChurn
0.3 29% 0.7 30%
*** *
R2: 17% R2: 6%
Cxf 2.3
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.21 34% -0.57 38%
XCC
0.41 35% 1.31 50%
* *
XChurn
0.24 31% 0.12 12%
* *
R2: 13% R2: 4%
Cxf 2.4
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.3 42% -0.62 42%
XCC
0.4 43% 1.43 55%
* *
XChurn
0.14 15% 0.05 3%
*
R2: 12% R2: 4%
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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Table: Summary of prediction models for Derby
Derby 10.1.1.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
-0.02 34% 0.55 41%
*
XCC
0.77 50% 0.01 37%
***
XChurn
0.16 16% 0.33 22%
*** *
R2: 26% R2: 11%
Derby 10.2.1.6
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.7 53% 0.53 59%
*** ***
XCC
-0.25 33% -0.07 38%
** ***
XChurn
0.39 14% -0.13 3%
** ***
R2: 17% R2: 5%
Derby 10.3.1.4
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.26 45% 0.33 46%
** **
XCC
0.38 46% 0.31 44%
*** **
XChurn
0.18 9% 0.19 10%
*** **
R2: 22% R2: 10%
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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Table: Summary of prediction models for Hive
Hive 0.11.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
19.41 49% 29.22 50%
*** ***
XCC
-19.31 49% -28.74 48%
*** ***
XChurn
-0.08 2% -0.49 3%
*** ***
R2: 21% R2: 3%
Hive 0.12.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
19.24 48% 21.96 49%
*** ***
XCC
-19.25 47% -21.98 48%
*** ***
XChurn
-0.11 5% -0.16 4%
*** ***
R2: 24% R2: 2%
Hive 0.13.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
23.03 49% 29.46 45%
*** ***
XCC
-24.84 47% -33.04 47%
*** ***
XChurn
1.82 4% 3.51 7%
*** ***
R2: 24% R2: 3%
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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Table: Summary of prediction models for Openjpa
Openjpa 2.0.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.2 42% 0.14 45%
XCC
0.59 43% 0.71 48%
** *
XChurn
0.18 15% -0.13 8%
**
R2: 23% R2: 9%
Openjpa 2.1.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
-1.81 37% -2.71 38%
*** ***
XCC
2.26 53% 3.26 56%
*** ***
XChurn
0.11 10% 0.09 6%
*** ***
R2: 15% R2: 8%
Openjpa 2.2.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
-0.89 35% -1.08 28%
*** ***
XCC
1.18 49% 1.54 39%
*** ***
XChurn
0.08 16% 0.26 33%
*** ***
R2: 16% R2: 8%
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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Table: Summary of prediction models for Pig
Pig 0.9.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.08 22% 0.41 27%
XCC
0.16 21% 0.02 23%
XChurn
0.31 57% 0.42 50%
* *
R2: 15% R2: 11%
Pig 0.10.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.22 36% 0.22 48%
*** ***
XCC
-0.03 29% 0.02 42%
***
XChurn
0.26 35% 0.13 10%
* ***
R2: 17% R2: 2%
Pig 0.11
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.55 28% 0.52 60%
*** ***
XCC
-0.51 19% -0.38 33%
*** ***
XChurn
0.58 53% 0.11 7%
*** ***
R2: 12% R2: 4%
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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Table: Summary of prediction models for Wicket
Wicket 1.3.0-final
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
-0.17 25% -0.74 29%
XCC
-0.12 23% 0.75 30%
*
XChurn
1 52% 0.99 42%
* *
R2: 37% R2: 14%
Wicket 1.4.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.88 48% 3.1 48%
*** ***
XCC
-0.35 41% -2.13 36%
* ***
XChurn
0.05 12% 0.21 17%
***
R2: 23% R2: 8%
Wicket 1.5.0
Y# Bugs YExp
Coeff. Contrib. Coeff. Contrib.
XLOC
0.39 32% -0.05 28%
*** ***
XCC
-0.18 29% 0.3 29%
***
XChurn
0.37 40% 0.8 43%
* ***
R2: 38% R2: 6%
(***) p < 0.001; (**) p < 0.01; (*) p < 0.05
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(a) Topic #1 (b) Topic #2
(c) Topic #3 (d) Topic #4
Figure B.1: Topics related to impactful bugs - Part I
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(a) Topic #5 (b) Topic #6
(c) Topic #7 (d) Topic #8
(e) Topic #9 (f) Topic #10
Figure B.2: Topics related to impactful bugs - Part II
